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CHAPTER1-Presenting Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware
These topics present Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:
• Features
• Architecture
• Backup Destinations
• Backup Modes
• Restore Modes

Features
These are the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware main features:
• Backing up and restoring full virtual machines and disks running on both Linux and

Windows machines (vault backup and restore).
• Restoring individual files and directories of virtual machines running on both Linux and

Windows machines (file restore) from vault backups.
• Indexing virtual machines enables you to restore individual files and directories easily to

either the original location or another location.
• Managing tags assigned in the vSphere interface enables you to back up virtual machines

according to their assigned tags.
• Using HyperVision Deduplication Storage as a backup destination that leverages the

deduplication technology.
• Using External File System Storage as a backup destination to access other deduplication

tools on the NAS (Network Attached Storage).
• Using the Express Restart feature to immediately restore a virtual machine into your

production environment directly from the HyperVision Deduplication Storage repository.
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Architecture
This diagram illustrates the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware architecture:

A Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware environment should have:

l A VMware vCenter server, managing all your virtual machines
l A VMware ESX server, hosting all your virtual machines
l Storage arrays hosting the virtual machines data
l A Tina Server, managing the job scheduling
l A Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware that enables to:

o Perform vault backups and restores.
o Expose individual files and directories for same-OS file restores.

l A backup destination, such as:
o Disk storage (VLS, etc.)
o Tape storage
o HyperVision Deduplication Storage (HVDS)
o External File System Storage.
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l A gateway, an optional machine used only if you want to perform cross-OS file restores or
use the Express Restart feature.

Cross-OS File Restore
If your Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware is installed on a Linux proxy and you want to
perform aWindows virtual machines file restore, then you need aWindows gateway.
Inversely, if your agent is installed on aWindows proxy and you want to perform a Linux
virtual machines file restore, then you need a Linux gateway.
The role of the gateway varies with the backup destination:

o HyperVision Deduplication Storage or External File System Storage: The
gateway exposes individual files and directories.

o Tape or Disk Storage: The gateway holds temporary VMDK restores in
temporary cache.

Express Restart
If you have aWindows proxy, you must define a Linux gateway which will be used as a
Linux agent for the Express Restart Feature.
See Scenario 4: Restarting a Virtual Machine with Express Restart for details on Express
Restart.
See Scenario 2: Restoring Files for details on file restore.
See Configuring the Linux Gateway for File Restore and Express Restart for details on
configuring the Linux gateway.

Backup Destinations
A backup destination is the location where you want to back up your data.

Supported Backup Destinations
Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware supports these backup destinations:

l Tapes (physical systems) and disks (virtual systems) , that use media and media pools.
l HyperVision Deduplication Storage, that leverages the deduplication technology and uses
deduplication storage and deduplication pools.

l External File System Storages, that enable you to access other deduplication tools on the
NAS (Network Attached Storage) and use deduplication storage and deduplication pools.

You can perform these operations with the backup destinations supported by Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware:

l Vault backups: Full backups of virtual machine VMDK files.
l Incremental backups: Only modified blocks are backed up.
l Vault restores: Entire VMDK files are restored.
l File restores: Individual files and folders are restored.
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Note: File restore may require the use of a gateway if the operating system of your Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware does not match that of the virtual machines to which you
want to restore files (i.e., Windows proxy with Linux Virtual Machines or Linux proxy with
Windows virtual machines).

File Restore
Here are some details on file restore regarding backup destinations:

Tape or Disk Storage

The file restore from tape or disk consists in restoring the entire VMDK file where the file to
restore is located, in a temporary cache space, then to browse this cache with the HV Agent for
VMware application to choose only the file to restore. This restore mode could be quite lengthy.

A restored VMDK stays in the temporary cache until space is required for another restore. Thus if
you need to restore a file from a VMDK that is already in cache, the restore process will be faster.

Important: To restore a file from tape or disk, you must set these environment variables:
l TINA_VCB_WIN_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH or TINA_VCB_LNX_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH to
indicate the path of the temporary cache directory.

l TINA_VCB_RESTORE_CACHE_SIZE to indicate the size of the temporary cache
directory. The size of the cache directory must be at least equal to the size of the
most voluminous VMDK file you have to restore.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on tape or disk storage.

HyperVision Deduplication Storage

Unlike the file restore from tape or disk, the file restore from HyperVision Deduplication Storage
does not require restoring the entire VMDK, but only the chosen file. Therefore making restore
much quicker than traditional methods.

See Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage for details.

External File System Storage

You can use both NFS and CIFS protocols to access deduplication shares created by their
administrator as a backup destination. With the NFS configuration, the External File System
Storage also enables you to access local file systems, including any file system, provided that it is
statically mounted in read/write mode.

Unlike the file restore from tape or disk, the file restore from an External File System Storage
does not require restoring the entire VMDK, but only the chosen file. Therefore making restore
much quicker than traditional methods.

Important:Windows. The TINA_VMWARE_CONFIG_FILE environment variable becomes
mandatory if you use an External File System Storage as the backup destination.

See Configuring the External File System Storage for details.
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Backup Modes
This topic describes the backup workflow for these backup modes:

Full Backup

This diagram illustrates the full backup workflow:

During a full backup, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware performs the following operations:

1. Reading and sending the virtual machine VMDK file content chunk by chunk to the backup
destination chosen in the strategy. (1)

2. Sending Metadata to the Tina server. (2)
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Incremental Backup

This diagram illustrates the incremental backup workflow:

During an incremental backup, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware performs the following
operations:

1. Reading and sending the modified blocks of the virtual machine chunk by chunk to the backup
destination chosen in the strategy. (1)

2. Sending Metadata to the Tina server. (2)

Backup Indexing

The Indexing feature enables you to index the contents of a virtual machine under the meta-
directory File during backup. It is necessary to set Time Navigation in the past in order to see the
contents of a virtual machine in the Restore & Archive Manager.

You can then synchronize on any object located under the Filemeta-directory and select the
indexed files and/or directories you want to restore. These files and/or directories will be restored
on the virtual machine regarding the chosen restore options. There is no need to perform your
restore operations manually by copying/pasting the files and/or directories on the target machine.

To index the contents of your virtual machine, you must define a backup selection on the File
meta-directory to enable the indexing of the virtual machine (i.e., to index the entire virtual
machine, use the syntax .../vm_name/File).

Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware 6
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The backup selection can be restricted on any sub-folder of the virtual machine, and only this
sub-folder will be indexed (i.e., to index only the d:\Data subdirectory of your virtual machine,
use the syntax .../vm_name/File/D/Data).

Note: If the virtual machine has not been explicitly indexed, file restore is still possible. In this
case, the VMDK file will be mounted and the administrator will be presented with the URL.
Copy/paste this URL into an Explorer in order to expand the VMDK file and select individual
files.
See Restore Modes and Restore Modes for details.

See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details on configuring backup
indexing.

See Restore Rules for details on restore selection rules.

See Scenario 3: Restoring Indexed Files for details on restoring indexed files with the Restore &
Archive Manager.

See Command Mode Restore for details on restoring indexed files with the tina_restore
command.

Restore Modes
This topic describes the restore worflow for these restore modes:

Vault Restore: Virtual Machine Restore

This diagram illustrates the virtual machine restore workflow:
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During a vault restore, i.e., a full virtual machine restore, the VMDK file is read chunk by chunk
from the backup destination and written on the target virtual machine.

See Scenario 1: Restoring a Virtual Machine for details on performing vault restores.

Two-Step File Restore

Same-OS File Restore

This diagram illustrates the individual file restore process when the Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware and the virtual machines to which you want to restore files are of the same OS, i.e., both
are Windows or both are Linux:

During the restore of same-OS individual files, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware performs the
following operations:
1. For Tape or Disk Storage, the VMDK is restored in a temporary cache on the agent.
2. The VMDK file is read through a mount point (HVDS) or from the temporary cache (Tape or

Disk).
3. The VMDK file is mounted on the agent to make its content available.
4. The VMDK content is available on the agent and over the network. You can perform your

restore operations by copying the files on the target machine.

See Scenario 2: Restoring Files for details on performing same OS file restores.

Cross-OS File Restore

This diagram illustrates the individual files restore process when Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware and the virtual machines to which you want to restore are not the same OS. In that case,
an additional machine, called a gateway, is needed to either expose the virtual machine contents
(HVDS or External File System Storage) or to hold the temporary cache (Tape or Disk) containing
the virtual machine restore.
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In this diagram, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware is a Windows machine while the virtual
machine is a Linux machine:

During the restore of cross-OS individual files, the gateway performs the following operations:

1. For Tape or Disk Storage, the VMDK is restored in a temporary cache on the agent.

2. The VMDK file is read through a mount point (HVDS) or from the temporary cache (Tape or
Disk).

3. The VMDK file is mounted on the gateway to make its content available.

4. The VMDK content is available on the gateway and over the network. You can perform your
restore operations by copying the files on the target machine.

See Scenario 2: Restoring Files for details on performing cross-OS files restores.

Automatic File Restore: Indexed File Restore

The Automatic File restore process is the same as the Two-Step File restore process. See
Restore Modes for details.

The only difference is that this process uses the indexing of the virtual machine contents. The
indexed files are then restored automatically and the user does no longer need to perform these
steps manually:
• Navigating through the file tree.
• Copying/Pasting the restored files.

9 Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware
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This table describes the restored attributes for Windows and Linux with the Automatic File
restore:

OS Restored Attributes

Windows • Read-only
• Hidden
• Last modification time
• Last access time except if the restored file is read-only or hidden

Note:
l The creation time is not restored and is set to the restore time.
l In case of cross-restore betweenWindows and Linux, only the last
modification time can be restored, other attributes are not restored.

Linux • Access mode
• Last modification time
• UID, User Identifier
• GID,Group Identifier

Note:
l You must be root to restore UID and GID attributes.
l In case of cross-restore betweenWindows and Linux, only the last
modification time can be restored, other attributes are not restored.

See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details on indexing files.

See Scenario 3: Restoring Indexed Files for details on performing Automatic File restores.

Express Restart

The Express Restart feature enables you to restart a virtual machine in your production or test
environment directly from the HyperVision Deduplication Storage repository without performing a
standard restore.

These are the steps performed during an Express Restart:

1. The user selects a virtual machine in the Restore & Archive Manager.

2. The VDMK file is read through a mount point from the HVDS server.

3. A virtual machine is created on the vCenter server.

4. The virtual machine is started (i.e., powered on).

5. Once the virtual machine is started (or after a predefined timeout), the virtual machine can be:

a. Migrated to an ESX datastore (Restart and Migrate option).

b. Powered off and removed (Restart Test option).

6. The user can use the virtual machine as soon as the migration begins (i.e., just after the VMware
Tools are restarted).

See Scenario 4: Restarting a Virtual Machine with Express Restart for details on performing an
Express Restart.
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Express Restart on a Linux Proxy

This diagram illustrates the Express Restart process when your Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware is installed on a Linux proxy. Express Restart is launched on the Linux proxy and all the
operations are performed on the Linux proxy:
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Express Restart on a Windows Proxy

This diagram illustrates the Express Restart process when your Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware is installed on aWindows proxy. Express Restart is launched on the Linux gateway and
all the operations are performed on the Linux gateway:
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CHAPTER2- Installing Tina HyperVision Agent
for VMware
These topics describe how to install Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:
• Compatibility Information
• Installation Prerequisites
• Installing Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware

Compatibility Information
This topic includes information on system/application and version compatibility.

System and Application Compatibility

This table describes the system and application compatibility:

Compatibility Description

Supported
Systems

• For up-to-date information on supported operating systems, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

• Changed Block Tracking: Virtual Hardware must be version 7 or higher.

Unsupported
Systems

• Physical Raw Device Management.
• Shared SCSI and independent disks: a limitation inherent to VMware

means that snapshots cannot take into account these kinds of disks.
• If you use tape or disk storage with media and media pools, note that you

can only use either the TiNa writing format with the Use cache on server
option or the sidf writing format in LAN-free in the Strategy configuration.
Other formats are not supported.
This does not apply to backups performed with the Deduplication
Storages.

Application
Systems

See Backing Up Database Applications for details.
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Version Compatibility

This table describes the version compatibility between the Tina agents, vCenter Server, and
VDDK, VMware Virtual Disk Development Kit:

Tina Agent vCenter
Server

VDDK 5.5.X
(except 5.5.4)

VDDK 5.5.4
and later

VDDK
6.X

Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware from Version 4.6.2

vCenter
6.X

NA NA YES

Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMwareup to Version 4.6.1

vCenter
5.5

YES YES YES

Tina for vSphere up to Version
4.4.2

vCenter
5.X

YES YES NO

Tina for vSphere up to Version
4.4.2

vCenter
6.X

NO YES NO

Installation Prerequisites
This table describes the prerequisites for Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware installation:

Prerequisite Description

General Architecture The Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware and the Virtual Center
should be on different machines.

Hardware/Processor Atempo recommends using a physical machine as Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware.

Memory At least 8 GB of RAM is required.

Operating System For a list of supported Windows and Linux versions, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

Backup Master The Backup Master mode is not supported for Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware. If you have a firewall limitation, use the Tunnel
Mode instead.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
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Prerequisite Description

SAN Connection and
Drivers

If you want to use a SAN connection in your environment, make sure
you have the latest SAN drivers for your card on the Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware. If you have problems with the SAN
connection, try to use the NBD transport mode as a workaround by
setting the TINA_VCB_TRANSPORT_MODES variable.

See Transport Modes for details.

If the problem persists, please contact Technical Support.

Communication Ports These ports must be open on your firewall:

• 902
• 443
• 8181
• 23232

VMware Tools Atempo recommends installing VMware Tools on the virtual
machines:

l To have a consistent snapshot of the operating system and
the applications (Windows).

l To improve performance regarding disk or network access.

Compressing Tool
(Linux only)

The compressing tool bzip2 is mandatory to install the VDDK (Virtual Disk
Development Kit) on Linux virtual machines.

Installing Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware
Before installing Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, please read carefully Compatibility
Information and Installation Prerequisites.

Note: Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware is a dedicated machine that hosts a Tina agent
and an HV Agent for VMware application.

In a standard environment, these components are present:

l A VMware vCenter server, managing all your virtual machines.
l A VMware ESX server, hosting all your virtual machines.
l Storage arrays, hosting the virtual machines data.

For a standard deployment of Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, you need to:

l Install a Tina Server on an dedicated machine. The Tina Server manages the job
scheduling. For details on installing a Tina Server, see the Tina Installation
Documentation.
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l Install a Tina Agent. The Tina Agent, associated to an HV Agent for VMware application,
manages all the backup and restore operations in your VMware environment. For details
on installing a Tina Agent, see the Tina Installation Documentation.

You need to install an additional Tina Agent on a machine that will be used as a gateway in these
cases:

l To perform cross-OS File Restores.
l To use the Express Restart feature.

See Configuring the Gateway for details.
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CHAPTER3-Configuring Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware
These topics describe how to configure Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:
• Creating an HV Agent for VMware Application
• Testing the Connection Between Tina and the HV Agent for VMware Application
• Configuring the Display Mode for the HV Agent for VMware Application
• Viewing the Contents of the HV Agent for VMware Application

Creating an HV Agent for VMware Application
You must create an HV Agent for VMware application on the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware
declared on your Tina server.

When creating an HV Agent for VMware application, the Application Creation Wizard
automatically installs the components required for the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware
module:
• VMware Virtual Disk Development Kit (VDDK) Tina Setup automatically installs the VDDK

component in the %TINA_HOME%\3rdParty\VMware\6.7 (Windows) or $%TINA_
HOME/3rdParty/VMware/6.7 (Linux) directory.

• Windows. Dokan

Note:
• You can force the use of a specific VDDK version by specifying a directory in the

TINA_VCB_VDDK_PATH variable.
• If you decide to use this variable, please be sure to choose the appropriate version of

these items: Tina agents, vCenter, and VDDK. See Version Compatibility for details.
• If VDDK version 6.0 or later is installed, do not forget to set the VMWARE_SSL_

THUMBPRINT variable. This variable is mandatory and enables you to identify the SSL
certificate thumbprint of the Virtual Center. See Retrieving the Value of the
VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT Variable for details.

• Linux. The compressing tool bzip2 is mandatory to install the VDDK (Virtual Disk
Development Kit) on Linux virtual machines.

To create an HV Agent for VMware Application

Step 1. Launch the Application Creation Wizard

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.

2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Platforms Applications.
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3. In the right pane, click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.

Step 2. Select the Host Associated With the Application

At the Host Selection step of the wizard, select the host on which you want to install the HV Agent
for VMware application.

1. Select the check box located on the left of the host name (first column).

Step 3. Specify Application Information

At the General Information step of the wizard, specify information on the application name, type,
and comment.

Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware 18
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1. In the Application Name field, enter the name of the new application. The application name is
the name given to the application backup folder. You can edit the application name at a later
date if needed without losing backups.

Note: Applications must have unique names.

2. In the Application Type field, select HV Agent for VMware in the drop-down list.

3. In the Comment field (optional), enter a comment of your choice to describe the application.

Step 4. Select Creation Method

At the Creation Method step of the wizard, select the creation method you want to use to create
the application.

1. To create the application manually, select the Create an Application Manually radio button.

2. To clone the application on the same host, select the Clone an Application radio button.

Note: Cloning an application lets you clone an existing application on the SAME host.

a. In the Application Cloning window, select the check box located on the left of the application
name (first column) from which the new one will be created.
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b. In the Clone Options window, select one of the available options that you want the new
application to inherit from the previously selected application: Either Backup Selections or
Strategies.
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Step 5. Specify User Information (Manual Application Creation Only)

At the User Information step of the wizard, specify information on the vCenter server and user,
and the backup user.

1. In the vCenter Server field, enter the name of the machine on which the Virtual Center is
installed.

2. In the vCenter User field, enter the name of the user who has administration rights on the Virtual
Center, or at least rights to back up, snapshot, and restore. This user will have been created by
the VMware administrator and does not need to be created in Tina. See Backup Prerequisites or
Restore Prerequisites, and vCenter User’s Rights for details on vCenter user’s rights for backup
and restore.

3. In the Password and Confirm Password fields, provide the password of the vCenter user and
confirm it.

Note: The password must not contain the characters "&", "<", or ">".

4. In the Backup User field (optional), enter the name of a user who has rights to launch backups.
By default, Tina uses NT AUTHORITY/SYSTEM (Windows) or root (Linux) to launch backups.
For Windows, the backup user must belong to an admin group, otherwise the Java process will
not start.
If you do provide a user in this field, backups, and pre- or post-snapshots scripts, will be
launched with that user inside each virtual machine. See Creating Pre- and Post-Snapshot
Scripts for details.
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5. In the Password and Confirm Password fields, provide the password of the backup user if any,
and confirm it.

Step 6. Specify Mandatory Environment Variables (Manual Application Creation Only)

At the Environment Variables step of the wizard, specify the mandatory environment variables for
the application.

1. In the Path to HV Agent for VMware Dynamic Library field, enter the name or path of the Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware dynamic library to use. The default value is:

l Linux. libtina_ngavmw.so
l Windows. libtina_ngavmw.dll

See TINA_APP_LIB_PATH for details on this environment variable.
2. In the Java Server TCP Port Number field, enter the local Java port number for

communications with the Tina vSphere Java Server. The default value is 12345.
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See TINA_VCB_PORTNUM for details on this environment variable.

Step 7. Specify Optional Environment Variables (Manual Application Creation Only)

At the Environment Variables step of the wizard, specify the optional environment variables for
the application.

To add an optional variable

1. Click and select Add an optional environment variable.

2. In the Name tab, select the variable. The variable definition appears in the Details tab.

3. Click Apply and Close.

4. In the Value column, enter the variable value. The number of defined optional variables is
specified in the list (i.e., Optional (4/22)).

Note: If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on the
variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the variable.
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To edit an optional variable

1. Select the variable value in the list.

2. In the Value column, enter the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable

1. Select the variable in the list.

2. Click .

See HV Agent for VMware Application Environment Variables for a detailed list of all the
environment variables and their possible values.

Note:
For users performing File Restore, they must set these variables:

l TINA_VCB_GATEWAY. See Configuring the Gateway for details.
l TINA_VCB_WIN_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH or TINA_VCB_LNX_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH
(Restore from tape or disk only).

l TINA_VCB_RESTORE_CACHE_SIZE (Restore from tape or disk only).

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive Manager.

Step 8. Specify User Defined Environment Variables (Manual Application Creation Only)

At the Environment Variables step of the wizard, specify the user defined environment variables
for the application. A user defined variable is a variable that does not appear in the existing
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variable list.

To add a user defined variable

1. Click and select Add a user defined environment variable. An empty field appears in the
list of user defined variables.

2. In the Name column, enter the name of the variable.

3. In the Value column, enter the value of the variable.

To edit a user defined variable

1. Select the variable value in the list.

2. In the Value column, enter the new variable value.

To remove a user defined variable

1. Select the variable in the list.

2. Click .

Step 9. Check the Application Parameters

At the Summary step of the wizard, review all the application parameters before creating the
application.

1. Check the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

2. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application appears in the list of applications.

Or

If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.
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Step 10. Enable the Application

When first created, an application is disabled. The HV Agent for VMware application must be
enabled to support backups.

1. In the right pane, select the application you have just created in the list.

2. Click the Enable Application button to enable the application.
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Testing the Connection Between Tina and the HV
Agent for VMware Application
Once you have created the HV Agent for VMware application, you should test the application
connection and parameters by launching the Restore & Archive Manager.

To test the Tina/HV Agent for VMware Application Connection
1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager as administrator for the newly created HV Agent for

VMware application. The authentication window opens.
2. Enter the Platform User, Domain, and Password required to connect to the HV Agent for

VMware. The Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree opens. It contains the root directory.
3. Double-click the root directory. Tina tries to connect to the HV Agent for VMware so as to

access the vSphere infrastructure of your environment. If the connection was correctly set
up, the child directory corresponding to the datacenter displays. If an error occurs, the root
directory remains open but an error icon and a message display.
Open the Events view (Current Activity   Events node in the Web Administration) and go
back to the beginning of the topic to reconfigure the connection parameters. If you cannot
solve the problem, contact the Technical Support.

4. Double-click the datacenter to view all the ESXs managed by your VMware vCenter server
and backed up by Tina.
Other specific meta-directories display in the tree ONLY when the Time Navigation is set in
the Past. See Viewing the Contents of the HV Agent for VMware Application for a
description of these directories.

Note: If Tina detects a problem with the configuration, one or more messages are
displayed in the meta-tree of Restore & Archive Manager.

Configuring the Display Mode for the HV Agent for
VMware Application
There are two modes available to view the contents of the HV Agent for VMware application.
These modes are based on the Vsphere Client and Vsphere Web Client interfaces:
• “Hosts and Clusters” mode: This is the default mode.
• “VMs and Templates” mode: You can enable this mode by setting the TINA_VCB_VMS_

AND_TEMPLATES_MODE environment variable to yes.

See Viewing the Contents of the HV Agent for VMware Application for details.

Important: Do not switch between the two modes within the same HV Agent for VMware
application. If you wish to back up Hosts and Clusters and/or VMs and Templates, you will
need to create two distinct HV Agent for VMware applications in the catalog. The default
mode is Hosts and Clusters. To reference VMs and Templates, create a new HV Agent for
VMware application and apply the TINA_VCB_VMS_AND_TEMPLATES_MODE environment
variable.
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To configure the display mode
1. Create and configure an HV Agent for VMware application with the new mode.

See Creating an HV Agent for VMware Application for details.
2. Set the TINA_VCB_VMS_AND_TEMPLATES_MODE variable to yes if you want to enable the

“VMs and Templates” mode.
Or
Set the TINA_VCB_VMS_AND_TEMPLATES_MODE variable to no if you want to enable the
“Hosts and Clusters” mode.

3. Disable all the backup scheduling tasks in the HV Agent for VMware application with the
previous mode.

4. Delete the HV Agent for VMware application with the previous mode when the data
retention period has come to its end.
See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on backup schedules and data
retention.

Viewing the Contents of the HV Agent for VMware
Application
The Restore & Archive Manager interface displays the contents of the HV Agent for VMware
application.

Display Modes

Contents of the HV Agent for VMware application in
“Hosts and Clusters” mode (default mode)

Contents of the HV Agent for VMware
application in “VMs and Templates” mode

See Configuring the Display Mode for the HV Agent for VMware Application for details on the
display mode.

Objects Description

This table describes the objects displayed in the file tree of the HV Agent for VMware Application
in the Restore & Archive Manager interface:

Object Description

Information Meta-
directory

Contains the list of environment variables, as well as some other information
related to the environment.
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Object Description

Datacenter Meta-
directories

Represent the datacenters accessible by the HV Agent for VMware of your
environment.

ESX Servers or ESX
Clusters Meta-directories
(“Hosts and Clusters”
Mode Only)

Represent the ESX servers or clusters accessible by the HV Agent for
VMware of your environment.

Resource Pools Meta-
directories (“Hosts and
Clusters” Mode Only)

Represent the resource pools that are available in your ESX server or
cluster and that are accessible by the HV Agent for VMware of your
environment.

Folders (“VMs and
Templates” Mode Only)

Contain either sub-folders or virtual machines.

Virtual Machine Meta-
directories

Below a resource pool meta-directory, you find as many meta-
directories as virtual machines managed by the resource pool.
Each virtual machine meta-directory contains these two sub-meta-
directories:
• File Meta-directories.

These meta-directories display below a virtual machine meta-
directory only when the Time Navigation is set in the past.
They are used during file restores.

• Vault Meta-directories.
These meta-directories display below a virtual machine meta-
directory only when the Time Navigation is set in the past.
They are used during vault restores.

Each Vault meta-directory contains:
– The Config file.
– All the VMDK files used by the virtual machine.

Note:
l Backup. In “VMs ans Templates” mode, virtual machines located in vApps are
hidden in the vSphere (Web) Client Interfaces. However, Tina needs to back up these
virtual machines. This explains why vApps and their underlying vApps and virtual
machines display in “VMs ans Templates” mode when viewing the contents of the HV
Agent for VMware application.

l Restore. At restore time, you cannot choose a vApp as a restore destination. If you
want to restore in a vApp, you must restore the virtual machine in an existing folder
and then move the virtual machine to the vApp using the vSphere Client (Web)
Interfaces once restore is complete.
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CHAPTER4-Configuring the Gateway
These topics describe how to configure the gateway:
• When Using a Gateway?
• Gateway Prerequisites
• Configuring the Gateway in Tina
• Configuring the Linux Gateway for File Restore and Express Restart

When Using a Gateway?
The gateway is a machine that serves as an access point and enables you to establish a
connection between machines with different operating systems.

This machine can be:
• One of your virtual machines.

Or
• A standalone physical machine.

You need a gateway if you want to perform these operations:

Cross-OS File Restore

You need a gateway for cross-OS file restore if the operating system of your Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware does not match that of the virtual machines to which you want to restore files :
• To restore files to Windows virtual machines from a Linux Tina HyperVision Agent for

VMware (Linux proxy).
• To restore files to Linux virtual machines from aWindows Tina HyperVision Agent for

VMware (Windows proxy).

The role of the gateway varies with the backup destination:
• Tape or Disk Storage. The gateway holds temporary VMDK restores in temporary cache.
• HyperVision Deduplication Storage or External File System Storage. The gateway

exposes individual files and directories.

Express Restart

You need a Linux agent to use the Express Restart feature. If Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware is installed on aWindows proxy, you must configure a Linux gateway which will be used
as a Linux agent.

See Configuring the Linux Gateway for File Restore and Express Restart for details on how to
configure a Linux gateway.
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Gateway Prerequisites
Be aware of these prerequisites for the gateway before both performing cross-OS File Restore or
using the Express Restart feature:

l Make sure that the OS version of the machine you use as the gateway is supported. For
up-to-date information on supported operating systems, see the Tina Compatibility Guide
on the Atempo web site.

l Windows. TheWindows gateway uses the Dokan tool and the Dokan installation is not
compatible with most antivirus software (e.g.; McAfee, Bitdefender). Thus the machine
you use as aWindows gateway should not have an antivirus software installed.

l Linux. This table describes the components to install, uninstall and disable for a Linux
gateway:

Components to Install Components to Uninstall Components to Disable

l VMware Tools
l FUSE Libraries
l NFS Server

l Open-VM Tools l Firewall
l SELinux

See Configuring the Linux Gateway for File Restore and Express Restart for details on
configuring the Linux gateway.

Configuring the Gateway in Tina
You must install these components on the machine you use as a gateway:
• A Tina agent.

See the Tina Installation Documentation for details.
• VMware Virtual Disk Development Kit (VDDK).

The Tina Setup automatically installs the VDDK component in the %TINA_
HOME%\3rdParty\VMware\6.7 (Windows) or $%TINA_HOME/3rdParty/VMware/6.7
(Linux) directory. When the Tina agent is launched, Tina uses the VDDK installed in this
directory.

Note:
l You can force the use of a specific VDDK version by specifying a directory in the
TINA_VCB_VDDK_PATH variable.

l If you decide to use this variable, please be sure to choose the appropriate
version of these items: Tina agents, vCenter, and VDDK. See Version
Compatibility for details.

l If VDDK version 6.0 or later is installed, do not forget to set the VMWARE_SSL_
THUMBPRINT variable. This variable is mandatory and enables you to identify the
SSL certificate thumbprint of the Virtual Center. See Retrieving the Value of the
VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT Variable for details.
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l Linux. The compressing tool bzip2 is mandatory to install the VDDK (Virtual
Disk Development Kit) on Linux virtual machines.

You can consult the VDDK version installed on the gateway in the Host or Application
Details window.

To consult the VDDK version installed on the gateway

1. In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the Time Navigator Explorer.

2. Select Platforms   Hosts. The Hosts pane opens.

Or
Select Platforms   Applications. The Applications pane opens.

3. Select the host used as a gateway in the list and click the Host Details button. The
Host Details window opens.

Or
Select the application associated with the host used as a gateway in the
list and click the Application Details button. The Application Details
window opens.

4. Click the Settings tab.

5. In the HyperVision Agent for VMware Configuration area, click the Get HVA
Configuration Status button. The configuration status of the host displays.

Or
In the vStorage Configuration area, click the Get vStorage Configuration
Status button. The configuration status of the application displays.

• Windows. Dokan.
The Dokan tool is automatically installed if it is not already installed.

Configuring the Linux Gateway for File Restore and
Express Restart

Linux Gateway
You need to configure a Linux gateway to perform File Restore and use the Express Restart
feature:

l File Restore. If Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware is installed on aWindows proxy and
you want to perform a Linux virtual machine file restore, you must configure a Linux
gateway to perform this cross-OS file restore.

l Express Restart. You need a Linux agent to use the Express Restart feature. If Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware is installed on aWindows proxy, you must configure a
Linux gateway which will be used as a Linux agent.
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The machine used as a gateway can be either physical or virtual. This procedure explains how to
configure the Linux gateway if this gateway is a virtual machine. All the commands described
apply to Red-Hat or Cent OS.

To configure the Linux gateway for File Restore and Express Restart if this gateway is a
virtual machine

1. Create the gateway in Red-Hat/Cent OS from Version 7 to 7.3 (these versions are mandatory for
Express Restart, not for File Restore).

2. Define a static IP address on the gateway.

3. Install the VMware Tools on the gateway: From the vCenter, click VMware Tools Installation and
follow the instructions.

4. List the installed packages:
yum list installed

5. Uninstall Open-VM Tools:
yum remove open-vm-tools

6. Install the FUSE libraries:
yum install fuse-libs

7. Install the NFS server:
yum install nfs-utils

8. Start the NFS server:
systemctl start nfs-server

9. Disable the firewall:
systemctl disable firewalld

10. Disable SELinux:

a. Edit the /etc/selinux/config file by replacing the SELINUX=enforcing line
with the SELINUX=disabled
line.

b. Reboot the system.

Note: If the gateway is a physical machine, follow the steps 6 to 10.

Best practices
l Atempo recommends installing the VMware Tools on the gateway because it improves
performance regarding disk or network access.

l Having a virtual machine as a proxy enables you to perform backups in Hot-Add transport
mode, which is more effective than the LAN (NBD) transport mode.
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CHAPTER5-Configuring Backup Destinations
These topics describe how to configure backup destinations:
• Configuring Tape or Disk Storage
• Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage
• Configuring the External File System Storage

Configuring Tape or Disk Storage
See the Tina Administration Documentation to configure medias and media pools for tape or disk
storage.

Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage
These topics describe how to configure the HyperVision Deduplication Storage:
• HyperVision Deduplication Storage Prerequisites
• HyperVision Deduplication Storage Limitations
• Installing and Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage
• Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage in Tina

HyperVision Deduplication Storage Prerequisites
This table describes the prerequisites for HyperVision Deduplication Storage installation:

Prerequisite Description

Hardware and
Processor

HyperVision Deduplication Storage must be installed:

• On a machine with a multi-core 64-bit processor.
• On a local, dedicated fast access disk such as an SSD.

Operating
System

For up-to-date information on supported operating systems, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

Memory At least 8 GB of RAM is required.

Repository At least 32 GB of disk space must be permanently available on the
volume where the unique Deduplication Engine data blocks are stored.

Linux Server X windows is required to launch the setup. Atempo recommends not
using a Windows X server.
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Prerequisite Description

Linux Server
Snapshot

If you intend to use snapshots to secure your HyperVision Deduplication
Storage Linux host, all the components must be stored on:

• Version 2.02.95 or higher of LVM2
• Thinly-Provisioned Logical Volumes (thin volumes)
Following is a sample of the commands used to create a thin volume:

1 Create a 1 TB thin pool

lvcreate -L 1T -T vg1/thinpool

2 Create a thin virtual volume lv1

lvcreate -V 1T -T vg1/thinpool -n lv1

3 Verify the thin volume creation

root@hyperstream:/media/xfs/HSS-trunk/bin# lvdisplay -C
--noheadings -o vg_name,lv_name,lv_attr

vg1 lv1 Vwi-a-tz

vg1 thinpool twi-a-tz

The bold "V" indicates that you have successfully created a thin
volume.

Windows Server
Snapshot

• If you intend to use snapshots to secure your HyperVision
Deduplication Storage Windows host, all your ADE components must
be stored on an NTFS filesystem.

• In addition, if you want to use the snapshot revert feature, do not install
any ADE components on the system disk.

Filesystem Atempo recommends using an ext4 filesystem on Linux servers and
NTFS onWindows servers.

Communication
Ports

These ports must be open on your firewall:

l 8181. Communication port for Atempo-Deduplication Engine
Administration Console .

l 23232. Communication port for Deduplication Engine.

Graphical
Interface

To use the Administration Console, you need one of these browsers,
equipped with at least version 10.1 of Adobe Flash Player:

• Mozilla Firefox
• Apple Safari
• Microsoft Internet Explorer
• Google Chrome
For all interfaces, the minimum resolution supported by HyperStream
Server is 1280x800.
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Prerequisite Description

Web browser
proxy

If your web browser uses a proxy, ensure that the network used by the
HyperStream Server is included in the exclusion list of the browser proxy.
Otherwise you may get this security error: "Attempt to load data
from a server outside the security sandbox" when you try to
access your server in the Atempo-Deduplication Engine Administration
Console.

User The user launching the setup programmust have administrator/root
rights.

Product
Download

Ensure you have downloaded the HyperStream Server binaries from the
Atempo Client Portal.

Virtual Machine
Converted from
Physical Machine

Ensure that the VMDK size is rounded up to the nearest megabyte.
Otherwise, the backup will stop on error.

Note: During the installation, the setup verifies that prerequisites are met. If your
environment does not meet some of the prerequisites, you either get a warning informing
you that such requirement is not met and what our recommendations are, or the installation
stops until you make the necessary changes to meet the prerequisites.

HyperVision Deduplication Storage Limitations
Be aware of this limitation before using HyperVision Deduplication Storage:
• It is necessary to use a web browser to configure HyperVision Deduplication Storage. In

some cases, at the end of the HyperVision Deduplication Storage installation, the browser
is not automatically launched. In this case, manually launch a browser and enter this path:
https://hostname:8181 (where hostname is the name of the host where the
HyperVision Deduplication Storage binaries are installed) to finalize the configuration and
activation of HyperVision Deduplication Storage.

Be aware of these limitations before copying data backed up with the HyperVision Deduplication
Storage to tape:
• You can define only one source deduplication storage strategy. Multiple source

deduplication storage strategies are not allowed.
For instance, you can have a source deduplication storage strategy A with a destination
standard strategy D or a source deduplication storage strategy B with a destination
standard strategy D. But you cannot have two source deduplication storage strategies A
and B with a destination standard strategy D.

• Only the sidf write format is available for tape.
• You cannot perform incremental backups with the destination standard strategy.
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Installing and Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication
Storage
Before installing and configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage, please read carefully
HyperVision Deduplication Storage Prerequisites.

Note: The default parameters of the procedures described for installing and configuring
HyperVision Deduplication Storage apply to Tina latest version with HyperVision
Deduplication Storage Version 4.1.

Installation

The installation of the HyperVision Deduplication Storage requires that you download and install
Atempo-HyperStream Server from the Atempo Client Portal. Make sure that the Atempo-
HyperStream Server version you install is supported.

See the Tina Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site for up-to-date information.

Note: HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.1 and higher are designed for
optimizing data transfer with Tina latest version. Atempo recommends using these
HyperVision Deduplication Storage Versions with Tina latest version.

To install HyperVision Deduplication Storage

1. Launch the HyperStream Server setup program corresponding to your operating system:

• Windows.
Double click ATSXXX-Windows-X64.exe.

• Linux.
Run ATSXXX-Linux-X64.bin.
Make sure that the binary is executable. If needed, set the permission with the
command: chmod +x

2. Follow the on-screen instructions.

This table describes the installation parameters:

Parameter Description

Language
Choice

Lets you select the installation language. The choices are: English
(default), French, Spanish.

Note: If you are launching the setup on a Linux platform, through
aWindows platform using a remote display, you may not be able
to change the installation language. This is due to an X server
issue.

Choose
Operation to
Perform

Lets you choose the operation to perform. The choices are:
Installation or Upgrade. Choose Installation.

Note: This window only displays if the setup detects that other
Atempo products have been already installed.
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Parameter Description

Choose
Installation
Directory

l Lets you select a directory other than the default (C:\Program
Files\Atempo). Click Choose and browse the directory tree to
select a directory. To return to the default, click Restore
Default.

Note: Atempo recommends installing on a physical machine
rather than a virtual one.

l Lets you choose whether you want to use the default
installation parameters or not (Use the advanced setup to
change the port number area):

o If you do not select the Advanced setup option, the
setup installs with the default parameters for the
service name (Atempo Dedup Engine) and the
Administration Console port number (8181).

o If you select the Advanced setup option, you can
customize both the service name and the
Administration Console port number.

Service Name Only applies if you have selected the Advanced setup option.

Lets you define a customized service name.

The home directory is composed of the installation directory selected
in the previous window, and of the service name. The structure of the
directory path is: <installation_
directory>\AtempoDedupEngine\<service_name>

By default, the home directory is:

C:\Program Files\Atempo\AtempoDedupEngine\default

Administration
Console Port
Number

Only applies if you have selected the Advanced setup option.

Lets you define a customized port number, other than the default,
8181 for the web Administration Console.

3. Click on Install.

4. When the installation is finished:

a. The Configurator window opens automatically in Wizard mode. See Configuration to
configure HyperVision Deduplication Storage.
Click Done to close the Setup window.

b. The Atempo Dedup Engine service starts automatically. To check that it is
running:

l Windows. Select Start Administration Tools Services to view the
services.

l Linux. Launch the /etc/init.d/ADE.default status command.
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Configuration

When the installation is finished, the Configurator window automatically opens. The first time you
launch the Configurator, it displays in Wizard mode.

To configure HyperVision Deduplication Storage

1. Follow the on-screen instructions.

This table describes the configuration parameters:

Parameter Description

Database Select the volume and the directory to store the
Deduplication Engine database to index data blocks, and its
journal, on a fast access disk, such as an SSD. The
database must be installed on a dedicated local disk.
Atempo recommends about 100 GB for the size of this
directory.

Note: For performance reasons, Atempo recommends
installing the database and the data repository on
separate disks.

Repository Select the volume and the directory for the Repository,
where the unique blocks are going to be stored. The default
path is located on the disk with the most available free
space to enable the repository to grow. You should make
sure you have plenty of disk space in that directory that
could go up to several TB of data.

Atempo recommends:

• Excluding the data repository folders from your antivirus
check. The antivirus could lock some files, preventing
HyperStream Server from processing them and possibly
preventing the restore of such files.

• Choosing a local path (direct attachment) not a remote
one (volumes mounted on CIFS or NFS are not
supported).

• Locating the data repository and the database on
different disks.
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Parameter Description

Port The Deduplication Engine port number is already defined by
default as 23232. Enter a different value if another
application is already using this port number.

Note:
l For HyperVision Deduplication Storage
Versions 4.0 and lower, you must still use the
9080 (Tina Agent connection toward ADE
Server in http) or 9443 (Tina Agent connection
toward ADE Server in https) port numbers.

l If you do not use the default port numbers and
use Tinalatest version with HyperVision
Deduplication Storage Version 4.0 and lower,
you must add the force_hvds1=1 tunable into
the $TINA_HOME/Conf/hvdstnb.txt (Linux) or
%TINA_HOME%\Conf\hvdstnb.txt (Windows)
file of the TinaServer, each proxy (Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware), and each
gateway having an access to HyperVision
Deduplication Storage. This tunable avoids
timeouts which reduce the performance of
HyperVision Deduplication StorageVersion 4.0
and lower.

Products Activate the HyperVision Deduplication Storage product by
clicking on Yes next to the Activate HVDS option.

HVDS Select the volume and directory for the HyperVision
Deduplication Storage database. Atempo recommends
about 1 TB for the size of this directory.

Note: For performance reasons, Atempo recommends
installing the HyperVision Deduplication Storage
database and the data repository on separate disks.

Receive Update
Notifications

Click Yes if you want to receive update notifications.

2. Click Finish.

The Configurator also enables you to move the data storage directories at any time. The aim is to
easily distribute data on disks.

See the HyperStream Server Documentation for details on using the Configurator.

Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage in Tina
Before configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage in Tina, please read carefully
HyperVision Deduplication Storage Prerequisites.
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Once the HyperVision Deduplication Storage is installed and configured HyperStream Server,
you must create it in the Tina catalog.

To create an HyperVision Deduplication Storage

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.

2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Storage   Deduplication Storages.

3. In the right pane, click the New Deduplication Storage button to launch the Deduplication
Storage Creation Wizard.

4. Define the Deduplication Storage Parameters. This table describes the HyperVision
Deduplication Storage Parameters:

Parameter Description

General Information

Type Choose HVDS.

Name Enter a name for the HyperVision Deduplication Storage.

User Name Enter the name of a user allowed to connect to the
HyperVision Deduplication Storage.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Optional. Provide the user password and confirm it.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the HyperVision
Deduplication Storage.

Deduplication Storage Service Configuration

Host Name Enter the name of the physical machine where the
HyperVision Deduplication Storage is installed.

Port Lets you define a customized port number if the default
port (9080) does not suit your needs.

Environment Variables

Name/Value Enter the variables specific to the HyperVision
Deduplication Storage.

• To add a variable, click the Add (+) button and provide
the name and value of the variable.

• To remove a variable, select it in the list and click the
Remove (-) button.

Note: There are currently no environment variables
available for the HyperVision Deduplication
Storage.
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5. Check the Summary of the HyperVision Deduplication Storage parameters carefully and click
Finish to create the HyperVision Deduplication Storage.

6. Click Close to exit the Wizard. The newly created HyperVision Deduplication Storage appears in
the list of deduplication storages.

Or

If theHyperVision Deduplication Storage creation fails, read the error messages to
solve the problem.

To edit an HyperVision Deduplication Storage

1. In the Web Administration, select Storage   Deduplication Storages.

2. In the Deduplication Storage pane, select the HyperVision Deduplication Storage to edit and
click Deduplication Storage Details.

3. Modify the parameters of the HyperVision Deduplication Storage as needed.

4. Click Apply and Close to validate the operation.

To delete an HyperVision Deduplication Storage

1. In the Web Administration, select Storage   Deduplication Storages.

2. In the Deduplication Storage pane, select the HyperVision Deduplication Storage to delete and
click Delete Deduplication Storage.

3. Confirm your choice.

Configuring the External File System Storage
These topics describe how to configure an External File System Storage:
• Required Configurations for the External File System Storage
• External File System Storage Prerequisites
• External File System Storage Limitations
• Configuring the External File System Storage in Tina
• Best Practice: Mounting a CIFS Share on Linux

Required Configurations for the External File System Storage
The External File System Storage is a backup destination that enables you to access other
deduplication tools on the NAS (Network Attached Storage).

The External File System Storage supports both NFS and CIFS protocols but the NFS protocol is
not supported onWindows machines. If you use the CIFS protocol, you must have a Linux proxy
or gateway to perform virtual machine backups and cross-OS file restores.
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These are the required configuration options to perform backups and restores with the External
File System Storage:

Configuration 1: CIFS Protocol + Linux Proxy + Windows Gateway

l A NAS (Network Attached Storage) with the CIFS protocol enabled.
l A Linux proxy associated with a NAS through CIFS to perform Linux file restores.
l A Windows gateway which has access to the NAS through CIFS to performWindows file
restores.

Configuration 2: CIFS Protocol + Windows Proxy + Linux Gateway

l A NAS (Network Attached Storage) with the CIFS protocol enabled.
l AWindows proxy associated with a NAS through CIFS to performWindows file restores.
l A Linux gateway which has access to the NAS through CIFS to perform virtual machine
backups and Linux file restores.

Configuration 3: NFS Protocol + Linux Proxy

l A NAS (Network Attached Storage) with the NFS protocol enabled.
l A Linux proxy associated with a NAS through NFS.

Note: Configurations 1 and 2 enable you to perform cross-OS file restore (Windows and
Linux), whereas Configuration 3 enables you to perform Linux file restore only.

This table gives you a summary of the required configuration options for the External File System
Storage:

Protocol Proxy Gateway Virtual Machines (backup and restore)

CIFS Linux Windows Linux andWindows

CIFS Windows Linux Linux andWindows

NFS Linux N/A Linux

External File System Storage Prerequisites
Be aware of these prerequisites for using the External File System Storage:
• The External File System Storage must be a NAS (Network Attached Storage) that

exposes shares through the CIFS or NFS protocol:

CIFS Protocol NFS Protocol

Windows. There is no need for a static mount
and authentication is mandatory to mount the
share.

Windows. Not supported.
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CIFS Protocol NFS Protocol

Linux. The root user must mount the CIFS share
exported by the host.

Linux. The root user must mount
the NFS share exported by the
host.

See Best Practice: Mounting a CIFS Share on Linux for details on mounting CIFS shares on
Linux.

• Not all the Linux operating systems are compatible with the External File System Storage.
For up-to-date information on supported operating systems, see the Tina Compatibility
Guide on the Atempo web site.

External File System Storage Limitations
Be aware of these limitations before using an External File System Storage as a backup
destination:
• You cannot perform more than 20 incremental backups after a full backup. Atempo

recommends scheduling full backups sufficiently close in time to avoid issues with
incremental backups.

• Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware backups are not supported with a Windows/NFS
configuration. You must use the CIFS protocol with Windows to back up virtual machines
on an External File System Storage.

Configuring the External File System Storage in Tina
Before configuring an External File System Storage in Tina, please read carefully Required
Configurations for the External File System Storage and External File System Storage
Prerequisites.

You must create the External File System Storage in the Tina catalog.

Important:Windows. The TINA_VMWARE_CONFIG_FILE environment variable becomes
mandatory if you use an External File System Storage as the backup destination.

To create an External File System Storage

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.

2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Storage   Deduplication Storages.

3. In the right pane, click New Deduplication Storage to launch the Deduplication Storage Creation
Wizard.

4. Define the External File System Storage Parameters. This table describes the External File
System Storage Parameters:

Parameter Description

General Information

Type Choose External File System.
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Parameter Description

Name Enter a name for the External File System Storage.

User Name Enter the name of a user allowed to connect to the External
File System Storage.

Password
and Confirm
Password

Optional. Provide the user password and confirm it.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the External File
System Storage.

Deduplication Storage Service Configuration

Host Name Enter the name of the physical machine where the External
File System Storage is installed (e.g., Quantum DXi, NetApp
AltaVault, or Scality RING).

Protocol The choice of the protocol (CIFS or NFS) to access the
External File System Storage depends on your environment:

• Choose CIFS in a Windows only environment or in an
heterogeneous environment (Windows and Linux).

• Choose NFS in a Linux only environment.

Note: The NFS protocol on Windows is not supported
by Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.

Windows
CIFS Share
Name

This field enables you to define the share on the proxy if you
have chosen CIFS.

Enter the share access point on the host in the Windows
CIFS Share Name field. The share name is a short name. For
instance, share.
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Parameter Description

Linux Local
Mount Path

This field enables you to define the mount path on the proxy if
you have chosen NFS or CIFS.

Enter the path to the directory where the share is mounted in
the Linux Local Mount Path field. For instance,
/my/mount/point.

Note:
l If you have chosen CIFS, you must mount the
CIFS share on the Linux gateway, and the
corresponding mount point must be entered in
the Linux Local Mount Path field. See Best
Practice: Mounting a CIFS Share on Linux for
details on mounting CIFS shares.

l Due to limitations on VDDK usage onWindows
with CIFS file system, when the proxy is a
Windows operating system, the backup will be
spawned on the Linux gateway from Tina version
4.6 and later.

Host
Selection

This field enables you to select a host (proxy or gateway)
where the External File System Storage is accessible.

• If you have chosen CIFS, you can choose either a
Windows or a Linux host:
Select a Windows host where the External File System
Storage is accessible using the share previously defined
(i.e., \\Hostname\Share).

Or
Select a Linux host where the External File System
Storage is accessible and correctly mounted using the
local mount path previously defined (i.e.,
/my/mount/point).

• If you have chosen NFS, select a Linux host where the
External File System Storage is accessible and correctly
mounted using the local mount path previously defined
(i.e., /my/mount/point).

It creates an empty directory with the catalog UUID as
directory name. If the configuration fails, an error message
appears and the External File System Storage is not
configured.

Environment Variables
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Parameter Description

Name/Value Enter the variables specific to the External File System
Storage.

• To add a variable, click the Add (+) button and provide the
name and value of the variable.

• To remove a variable, select it in the list and click the
Remove (-) button.

Windows. Define the TINA_VMWARE_CONFIG_FILE variable
environment.

5. Check the Summary of the External File System Storage parameters carefully and click Finish to
create the External File System Storage.

6. Click Close to exit the Wizard. The newly created External File System Storage displays in the
list of deduplication storages.

Or

 If the External File System Storage creation fails, read the error messages to solve
the problem.

To edit an External File System Storage

1. In the Web Administration, select Storage   Deduplication Storages.

2. In the Deduplication Storage pane, select the External File System Storage to edit and click
Deduplication Storage Details.

3. Modify the parameters of the External File System Storage as needed.

4. Click Apply and Close to validate the operation.

To delete an External File System Storage

1. In the Web Administration, select Storage   Deduplication Storages.

2. In the Deduplication Storage pane, select the External File System Storage to delete and click
Delete Deduplication Storage.

3. Confirm your choice.

Best Practice: Mounting a CIFS Share on Linux
To mount a CIFS share that the root user and Tina backup users can use, you should create a
group for those users.

To create a user group to mount a CIFS share on Linux

l Use this mount command and provide an interactive password:

mount -t cifs -o user=lps, uid=4321, gid=1234, forceuid, file_mode=0660,
dir_mode=0770 //server/SHARE /my/mount/point
Where:
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• 1234 is the GID of the user group.
• 4321 is the UID of the owner of the files and directories on the share.
• lps is the user for authenticating and allowing the mount operation.

Note: Please note that there is a space between “//server/SHARE” and
“/my/mount/point”.
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CHAPTER6-Upgrading Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware
These topics describe how to upgrade Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware from an earlier
version. It assumes that you have already upgraded your Tina Server and Agents.
• Upgrading Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware with Tina Version 4.6
• Upgrading the HyperVision Deduplication Storage
• Uninstalling VMware Components
• Adding a New Disk to a Virtual Machine when Changed Block Tracking is Enabled

See the Tina Installation Documentation and the Tina Migration Documentation for details on
upgrading.

Upgrading Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware with
Tina Version 4.6
HyperVision Agents for VMware of versions inferior to Tina Version 4.6 are no longer compatible
with a catalog Version 4.6. You must upgrade these agents to Version 4.6.

When an HyperVision Agent for VMware of versions inferior to Tina Version 4.6 tries to launch a
backup in a catalog Version 4.6, a major alarm with ID 030085 is triggered. You must upgrade
these agents to Version 4.6 before restarting the catalog Version 4.6 to avoid errors on
scheduled backup jobs. Indeed, Tina might run these scheduled backup jobs as soon as the
catalog Version 4.6 is restarted.

Upgrading the HyperVision Deduplication Storage

Prerequisites
Before upgrading HyperVision Deduplication Storage, please read carefully the prerequisites:

Version Compatibility

When upgrading Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, if you store your data on HyperVision
Deduplication Storage, check that the HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version is supported
with the Tina Version.

Note: HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.1 and higher are designed for
optimizing data transfer with Tina latest version. Atempo recommends using these
HyperVision Deduplication Storage Versions with Tina latest version.

For the most up-to-date information, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.
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Network Ports

When you use Tina Version 4.6.3 or higher with HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.1
or higher, these numbers are the default port numbers:

l 8181. Communication port for Atempo-Deduplication Engine Administration Console.
l 23232. Communication port for Deduplication Engine.

Check that these port numbers are open on your firewall when upgrading Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware to Version 4.6.3 or higher with HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.1
or higher.

Note:
l If you still use HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.0 or lower, open the
9080 (Tina Agent connection toward Atempo Deduplication Engine Server in http) or
9443 (Tina Agent connection toward Atempo Deduplication Engine Server in https)
port numbers in addition to the 8181 and 23232 port numbers.

l If you do not use the default port numbers and use Tina latest version with
HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.0 and lower, you must add the force_
hvds1=1 tunable into the $TINA_HOME/Conf/hvdstnb.txt (Linux) or %TINA_
HOME%\Conf\hvdstnb.txt (Windows) file of the TinaServer, each proxy (Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware), and each gateway having an access to HyperVision
Deduplication Storage. This tunable avoids timeouts which reduce the performance
of HyperVision Deduplication StorageVersion 4.0 and lower.

Upgrading Tina HyperVision Agents for VMware

If you upgrade Tina to latest version with an HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.1, you
must upgrade ALL the Tina HyperVision Agents for VMware which use HyperVision
Deduplication Storage as a backup destination. Otherwise, you will not be able to restore data
from a Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware with a Version 4.6.2 or lower.

Limitations
Be aware of these limitations before upgrading HyperVision Deduplication Storage:

l Upgrading HyperVision Deduplication Storage from Version 4.0 or lower to Version 4.1 or
higher is not currently supported.
You can only use HyperVision Deduplication Storage Version 4.1 or higher with Tina
Version 4.6.3 from a fresh installation of HyperVision Deduplication Storage. See
Installing and Configuring the HyperVision Deduplication Storage.

l It is necessary to use aWeb browser to configure HyperVision Deduplication Storage. In
some cases, at the end of the HyperVision Deduplication Storage installation, the browser
is not automatically launched. In this case, manually launch a browser and enter this path:
https://hostname:8181 (where hostname is the name of the host where the
HyperVision Deduplication Storage binaries are installed) to finalize the configuration and
activation of HyperVision Deduplication Storage.
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Uninstalling VMware Components
This topic describes the procedure to uninstall Dokan manually (Windows only).

To uninstall Dokan on Windows

1. Select Start   Control Panel.
2. Click Add or Remove Programs (Windows 2003) or Programs and Features (Windows

2008).
3. Select Dokan Library and click Remove.
4. Reboot the machine.

Adding a New Disk to a Virtual Machine when
Changed Block Tracking is Enabled
If you add a disk to a virtual machine on which Changed Block Tracking is enabled, it will not be
enabled on the new disk.

See Re-enabling Changed Block Tracking on Additional Disks for details.
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CHAPTER7-Backing Up with Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware
These topics describe how to back up data using Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:
• Backup Prerequisites
• Backup Limitations
• Configuring Automatic Backups
• Defining Backup Selections
• Configuring Deduplication Storage Backups
• Enabling Changed Block Tracking for Incremental Backups
• Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore
• Viewing Backup Jobs
• Configuring Parallel Backups
• Configuring the Backup of a vCenter Located on a Virtual Machine
• Copying Data Backed up with HyperVision Deduplication Storage to Tape
• Recycling Data Backed Up with HyperVision Deduplication Storage
• Backing Up Database Applications
• Creating Pre- and Post-Snapshot Scripts
• Transport Modes

Backup Prerequisites
This table describes the prerequisites for Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware backup:

Prerequisite Description

Backup Access
Rights

If a backup user is defined, this user must have these rights to perform
backups on the agent:

• To have the right to write in the Adm, Conf and Tmp directories of %TINA_
HOME% (Windows) et $TINA_HOME (Linux).

• Windows. To be declared as a Backup Operator and/or have sufficient
rights to perform backups.

• Linux. To belong to the Disk group to use the SANmode and/or have
sufficient rights to perform backups.
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Prerequisite Description

vCenter User’s
Rights

The role to which the vCenter user belongs must have rights to back up and
restore virtual machines.

To assign automatically vCenter user’s rights to a role

1. Launch the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool.

2. Select Actions   Configure Role.

3. Enter the role name.

4. Click OK.

If the role does not exist, vCenter CBT Manager creates the new role and
assigns the rights necessary to back up and restore virtual machines to the
role.

If the role already exists, vCenter CBT Manager edits the existing role and
adds the rights necessary to back up and restore virtual machines to the
role. No existing right is deleted.

See vCenter User’s Rights for having a list of these vCenter user’s rights.

See To launch the vCenter CBT Manager for details on how to launch the
vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool.

Changed Block
Tracking for
Incremental
Backups

Available from vSphere4, Changed Block Tracking enables Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware to perform incremental backups:
• Changed Block Tracking may require extra disk space.
• All virtual disks to be used with Changed Block Tracking must have

Universal Unique Identifiers (uuids).

Backup Indexing The Backup Indexing feature enables you to perform automatic file restores.
These are the prerequisites for Backup Indexing:
• Windows. To index the contents of a virtual machine, the disks or

partitions must have a dedicated letter (e.g., C:, D:).
• Linux. You must use the Tag Disks feature in the vCenter CBT Manager

graphic tool to identify the mount points of partitions for the virtual
machines. This feature enables you to create the identification files
necessary to index a virtual machine.

See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details on
backup indexing.

See To launch the vCenter CBT Manager for details on how to launch the
vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool.

HyperVision
Deduplication
Storage as a
Backup
Destination

See HyperVision Deduplication Storage Prerequisites for details.
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Prerequisite Description

External File
System Storage
as a Backup
Destination

The External File System Storage must be a NAS (Network Attached
Storage) that exposes shares through the CIFS or NFS protocol.

Not all the Linux operating systems are compatible with the External File
System Storage. For up-to-date information on supported operating
systems, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

See Required Configurations for the External File System Storage for
details on configuring the External File System Storage.

Parallel
Backups

Whether you use tapes, disk storage or HyperVision Deduplication Storage,
parallelizing jobs enables you to optimize backup time by launching several
backups simultaneously.

Example.

If you set a backup selection at the root of the HV Agent for VMware
application (i.e., you want to back up your whole datacenter) and if you set
the Parallelism Index to 4, you may have four backup jobs in parallel, one
per virtual machine.

Note: Setting the parallelism index too high may have an impact on
performance.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on parallel backups.

Backup Limitations
Be aware of these limitations before backing up data with Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:

Backup Indexing
• The Browse functionality does not allow the creation of backup selections with the Indexing

feature. Backup selections must be entered manually to select individual directories for
indexing.
See Defining Backup Selections and the Tina Administration Documentation for details on
backup selections.

• Linux. Backup Indexing does not support LVM2 (Logical Volume Manager, version 2)
partitions that have more than one segment and more than one stripe on this segment. If
this is the case, the LVM2 partition is ignored. This limitation only applies to backup
indexing, not to restore. You can use the two-step file restore which is compatible with
LVM2.
See Restore Prerequisites for details on Linux file restores.
See Restore Modes for details on the two-step file restore process.

• Windows. Backup Indexing only supports basic disks. Dynamic disks are ignored when
indexing backups.
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HyperVision Deduplication Storage

These limitations apply when copying data backed up with the HyperVision Deduplication
Storage to tape:
• You can define only one source deduplication storage strategy. Multiple source

deduplication storage strategies are not allowed.
For instance, you can have a source deduplication storage strategy A with a destination
standard strategy D or a source deduplication storage strategy B with a destination
standard strategy D. But you cannot have two source deduplication storage strategies A
and B with a destination standard strategy D.

• Only the sidf write format is available for tape.
• You cannot perform incremental backups with the destination standard strategy.

External File System Storage
• You cannot perform more than 20 incremental backups after a full backup. Atempo

recommends scheduling full backups sufficiently close in time to avoid issues with
incremental backups.

• Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware backups are not supported with a Windows/NFS
configuration. You must use the CIFS protocol with Windows to back up virtual machines
on an External File System Storage.

Duplication
• Duplicating a virtual machine automatically results in duplicating its indexes. However, this

does not apply to cartridge duplication which does not guarantee the consistency of
duplicated data for Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware. Atempo recommends using job
duplication if you want to duplicate data of Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.

• Duplicating HyperVision Deduplication Storage jobs is not supported.

Configuring Automatic Backups
Note: The configuration steps below are common to all Tina applications and are described
at length in the Tina Administration Documentation. Only the aspects specific to Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware are discussed in this documentation.

Configuring Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware for automatic backups consists in these steps:

If your backup destination is Tape or Disk

l Creating and enabling a host with the machine hosting Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware.

l Creating and enabling an HV Agent for VMware application. See Creating an HV Agent for
VMware Application.

l Creating a backup selection. See Defining Backup Selections.
l Creating or editing a media pool.
l Defining a backup schedule (strategy).
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If your backup destination is the HyperVision Deduplication Storageor an External File
System Storage

l Creating and enabling a host with the machine hosting Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware.

l Creating and enabling an HV Agent for VMware application. See Creating an HV Agent for
VMware Application.

l Creating a backup selection. See Defining Backup Selections.
l Creating or editing a deduplication pool. See Configuring Deduplication Storage Backups.
l Defining a backup schedule (deduplication storage strategy). See Configuring
Deduplication Storage Backups.

You can configure automatic backups for the HV Agent for VMware application in the Web
Administration either by defining objects one by one (backup selection, pool, and strategy) or by
using the BackupWizard to guide you through the configuration steps.

Note: Using the BackupWizard to configure automatic backups for the HV Agent for
VMware application assumes that you have already created an HV Agent for VMware
application.

To configure the HV Agent for VMware application for automatic backups using the
Backup Wizard

1. In the main application toolbar of the Web Administration, click the Wizard button and select
BackupWizard.

2. Select the HV Agent for VMware application for which you want to configure automatic backups.

3. Choose the backup configuration:

l Configure a New Deduplication Storage Backup if your backup destination is
the HyperVision Deduplication Storage or an External File System Storage.
The BackupWizard will create deduplication pool(s) and a deduplication
storage strategy.

l Configure a New Backup if your backup destination is Tape or Disk. The
BackupWizard will create media pool(s) and a standard strategy.

l Back up with an Existing Configuration if you want to use an existing backup
configuration. Select a platform in a list and the backup destination, the
strategies and the backup selections defined for this platform will apply to your
HV Agent for VMware application.

4. Follow the on-screen instructions that will take you through the backup configuration process.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on using the BackupWizard and
configuring backups.

In addition to scheduling automatic backups, you can also manually initiate a backup at any time.
For each backup operation, a main job is launched. This main job creates a sub-job for each
virtual machine to back up. Depending on the parallelism index, these sub-jobs are launched in
parallel and displayed with the name of the virtual machine in the Jobs pane of the Web
Administration. See Viewing Backup Jobs and Configuring Parallel Backups for details.
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To manually initiate a backup

1. In the Web Administration, select the HV Agent for VMware application you previously
configured.

2. Click Launch Backup.

Defining Backup Selections
You need to define backup selections to perform these operations:

Backing up the Whole Datacenter

By default, a backup selection is set at the root of the HV Agent for VMware application (i.e.; /).

Such a selection:
• Is associated with all the backup strategies.
• Is not filtered.
• Contains no time phase exclusion.

You may use this default backup selection to back up all the virtual machines of your VMware
datacenter.

Backing Up Specific Components of your Datacenter

You may also set individual backup selections on these components of your datacenter:
• ESX Servers or Clusters.
• Resource Pools.
• Virtual Machines.

To set backup selections on these elements, you need to browse through the HV Agent for
VMware application meta-tree and define your backup selections on them individually.

To configure a backup selection on a specific component of your datacenter

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.
2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Data Management   Backup

Selections.
3. In the right pane, click New Backup Selection to launch the Backup Selection Creation

Wizard.
4. Define the Backup Selection Parameters.

This table describes the Backup Selection Parameters:

Parameter Description

Platform Selection Select the HV Agent for VMware application that you want to
configure for backup.
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Parameter Description

Backup Selection Definition Mode

Depending on your restore needs, you have different methods to define a backup
selection for an HV Agent for VMware application: Browsing the application or
selecting virtual machines.

Browse the
Application

Select this radio button if you want to define your backup selection
on one of these components of your datacenter:

l ESX servers or clusters.
l Resource pools.

Back up Single or
Multiple Virtual
Machines

Select this radio button if you want to define your backup selections
on these components of your datacenter: virtual machines.
• Back up the Entire Virtual Machine. Select this radio button to

perform a Vault backup of the virtual machine without indexing it.
This will enable you to perform Vault restores and Two-Step File
restores.

See Restore Modes for details.

Path Selection Applies only if you have selected the Browse the Application radio
button.

Defines the paths of the datacenter components to back up.

Click the Add Item (+) button and enter directly the directory path in
the Backup Selection Path textbox.

Or
Click the Browse (...) icon. The browsing window opens. Enter your
Operating System credentials, browse the file tree, select the
directory in the file tree and click Apply and Close.

Note: If you do not use the Browse functionality, verify that you
enter the correct directory path in the POSIX form, (i.e.,
/datacenter_name/ESX_server_name/resource_pool_
nameto ensure that your directory will actually be backed up.
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Parameter Description

List of Virtual
Machines to Back
up

Applies only if you have selected the Back up the Entire Virtual
Machine radio button.

Defines the paths of the virtual machines to back up.

Click the Add Item (+) button and enter directly the directory path in
the Virtual Machine Name textbox.

Or
Click the (< -) button to open the Browse VM Tree window. Enter
your Operating System credentials, browse the file tree, select the
virtual machines located in the folders and click Apply and Close.

Note: If you do not use the (< -) button, verify that you enter the
correct directory path in the POSIX form, (i.e.,/datacenter_
name/ESX_server_name/resource_pool_name/.../vm_
name) to ensure that your directory will actually be backed up.

Strategy Selection Select the strategy you want your backup selection to be backed up
with.

Filters on Names Filters objects according to their names.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the
syntax to use.

To activate filtering, check the box in front of the filter type to use,
Include or Exclude and specify the filter, by either typing it or
selecting it with the Choose Filter button.

For instance, the * character in the Include textbox will back up all
the objects. The *.old string in the Exclude textbox will exclude all
the .old files.

You can enter a list of filters separated by spaces in the Include or
Exclude textbox. If the file or directory names contain spaces, you
must insert a backslash before the space characters to prevent
Tina from interpreting them as filter separators, (e.g. hello\
world).

Filters on Size
and Dates

These filters apply only to file backup.

• Maximum Size of Files. Filters files according to their size by
setting a maximum file size.

• Do not Back up Files Older Than n Days. Filters files
according to their last modification date.
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Parameter Description

Options • Compress Files.Gives you better time performances in low
data flow network since it reduces the amount of data traveling
through the network; however, it requires more machine
resources. It also uses less space on storage media.
Compression takes place on the client machine.

• Encrypt Files. Protects data against illicit reading. When the
Encrypt Files option is selected, data traveling on the network is
encoded and is written on media encoded. Encoding takes place
on the client machine.

Note: To restore encoded data, you need the original catalog
into which the data was backed up. Or you can use the tina_
cart command that enables you to automatically decode data
contained on a media.

• Parallelize Backups if Possible. Enables parallel backups for
the backup selection being defined. This is used with strategy
definitions to enhance backup performance.
Once you have enabled parallel backups, you must set a
Parallelism Index whose maximum value equals the number of
available drives.

Note:
l Backups performed with HV Agent for VMware
applications are always parallelized with the Parallelism
Index defined in the backup strategy.

l Parallel restore does not depend on using this option.
You can use parallel restore on backup selections even
if they were not backed up using the parallelization
option.

Backup Selection
Sharing

• Do not share the backup selections. Select this radio button if
there is no platforms compatible with the one you are configuring
or you prefer not share the backup selection.

• Share the backup selection with compatible platforms.
Select this radio button if your catalog contains platforms that
are compatible with the one you are configuring (i.e., same
type), but that are not yet configured for backup. Then, select the
compatible platforms to which you want to share the current
backup selection.

5. Check the Summary of the backup selection parameters carefully and click Finish to create
the backup selection.

6. If the backup selection has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Backup
Selection Creation Wizard. The newly created backup selection appears in the list of
backup selections.
Or
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If the backup selection creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Indexing Virtual Machines

The Backup Indexing feature enables you to index the contents of a virtual machine during
backup to perform automatic file restores.

You must define a backup selection on the Filemeta-directory to enable the indexing of the
virtual machine. The backup selection can be restricted on any sub-folder of the virtual machine,
and only this sub-folder will be indexed.

To set backup selections for indexing, you need to select either the whole virtual machine or
some specific directories of the virtual machine.

See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details on defining backup
selections for backup indexing.

Configuring Deduplication Storage Backups
If you choose the HyperVision Deduplication Storage or an External File System Storage as a
backup destination, you must define a deduplication pool and a deduplication storage strategy to
configure backups (instead of the standard objects). See Configuring Automatic Backups for
details.

Note: The deduplication pool and deduplication storage strategy are specific to the
HyperVision Deduplication Storage and the External File System Storage. They can only be
used by an HV Agent for VMware or HV Agent for Hyper-V application. It cannot be used
with any other Tina application.

Creating the Deduplication Pool

You must create a deduplication pool and associate it with the HyperVision Deduplication
Storage or an External File System Storage. You should create the deduplication pool before the
deduplication storage strategy.

To create a deduplication pool

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.
2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Backup Destinations   Deduplication

Pools.
3. In the right pane, click the New Deduplication Pool button to launch the Deduplication Pool

Creation Wizard.
4. Define the Deduplication Pool Parameters.

This table describes the Deduplication Pool Parameters:

Parameter Description

Name Indicates the name of the deduplication pool.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment to describe the deduplication pool.
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Parameter Description

Retention
Period and
Duration

The retention period represents the time period Tina will wait before
recycling data. Select a value and unit for your retention.

Associated
Deduplication
Storage

Select the check box in front of the HyperVision Deduplication
Storage or the External File System Storage you want to use for your
backups.

5. Check the Summary of the deduplication pool parameters carefully and click Finish to
create the deduplication pool.

6. If the deduplication pool has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Deduplication
Pool Creation Wizard. The newly created deduplication pool appears in the list of
deduplication pools.
Or
If the deduplication pool creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Creating the Deduplication Storage Strategy

You must create a deduplication storage strategy to define the backup schedule. You should
create the deduplication storage strategy after the deduplication pool.

To create a deduplication storage strategy

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.

2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Data Management   Strategies.

3. In the right pane, click the New Strategy button and select New Deduplication Storage Strategy
to launch the Deduplication Storage Strategy Creation Wizard.

4. Define the Deduplication Storage Strategy Parameters.

This table describes the Deduplication Storage Strategy Parameters:

Parameter Description

Platform
Selection

Select the checkbox in front of the HV Agent for VMware application
for which you want to create a strategy.

Strategy Name Select a letter of the strategy to create. The wizard automatically
selects the first available letter.

Full and Incremental Deduplication Pools

Define a New
Deduplication
Pool

If you want to create a new deduplication pool, provide the
deduplication pool parameters. See To create a deduplication pool for
details.
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Parameter Description

Use an Existing
Deduplication
Pool

If you want to use an existing deduplication pool, select the pool to use
in the list.

Full and Incremental Schedules

Full and
Incremental
Schedules

Defines the schedule applied to your full and incremental backups.
These are the valid options:

• Do not use any schedule: you must launch manually the backup.
• Define a new schedule: you can create a new schedule if none of

the existing ones fits your needs. If so, you have to choose the
parameters for the new schedule.

• Use an existing schedule: select one of the available schedules in
the list.

Note: If you use an External File System Storage as the backup
destination, you cannot perform more than 20 incremental
backups after a full backup. Atempo recommends scheduling full
backups sufficiently close in time to avoid issues with incremental
backups.

5. Check the Summary of the deduplication storage strategy parameters carefully and click Finish
to create the deduplication storage strategy.

6. If the deduplication storage strategy has been created successfully, click Close to exit the
Deduplication Storage Strategy Creation Wizard. The newly created deduplication storage
strategy displays in the list of strategies.

Or
If the deduplication storage strategy creation fails, read the error messages to solve the
problem.

Enabling Changed Block Tracking for Incremental
Backups
Available from vSphere4, Changed Block Tracking enables Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware
to perform incremental backups. This feature must be enabled in vSphere. A graphic
configuration tool is provided to facilitate this. If it is not enabled, incremental backups will run
without returning an error, but as full backups.

Note: When Changed Block Tracking is enabled, the first backup of the machine must be a
full backup. Then you can schedule subsequent series of incremental backups.

How Changed Block Tracking Works
Between two snapshots, Changed Block Tracking detects the blocks that have been modified.
On a timescale, a first backup by Tina triggers a snapshot which has an identifier called a CBTID,
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a character string describing all the blocks modified between two snapshots. The subsequent
backup has a second CBTID. CBTID1 and CBTID2 are passed in reference to VMware, which
compares them and returns the list of all the modified blocks.

This makes it possible to run an incremental backup on only the blocks that were modified since
the previous backup.

Note:
l If Changed Block Tracking has been enabled/disabled since the last backup, Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware will perform a full backup of the VMDK files. If only
one VMDK file of the virtual machine is concerned, Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware will only back up this VMDK file. If several VMDK files are concerned, Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware will back up all these VMDK files.

l If you want to use the TINA_VCB_READ_ALLOCATED_BLOCKS_ONLY variable to
specify that some blocks must not be read, you must enable Changed Block
Tracking.

Prerequisites for Changed Block Tracking
These are the prerequisites for Changed Block Tracking:
• Changed Block Tracking may require extra disk space.
• All virtual disks (VMDKs) to be used with Changed Block Tracking must have an Universal

Unique Identifier (uuid).

Enabling Changed Block Tracking
Atempo provides two tools to enable Changed Block Tracking:
• A graphic tool, the vCenter CBT Manager, permits you to enable or disable Changed Block

Tracking on multiple virtual machines simultaneously.
• A command line, tina_cbtconfig.jar, must be launched individually on the

TinaCommand Line Interface of each virtual machine.

Using the vCenter CBT Manager Graphic Interface to Enable CBT

Atempo provides a graphic tool named vCenter CBT Manager.

To launch the vCenter CBT Manager

1. From the Tina Command Line Interface, run the command:

Operating
System Command Line

Windows "%TINA_HOME%\3rdParty\java\bin\java" -jar %TINA_
HOME%\Classes\tina_cbtconfig.jar -gui

Linux $TINA_HOME/3rdParty/java/bin/java -jar $TINA_
HOME/Classes/tina_cbtconfig.jar -gui

A Connection Parameters window opens.
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2. Fill in the fields of the Connection Parameters window:

Parameter Description

vCenter Name of the vCenter hosting the virtual machines.

Port This is 443 by default. Change the value only if you know it has
been changed in your VMware configuration.

User name
and Password

Log in as a user having administration rights on the vCenter.

3. Click Connect. The vCenter CBT Manager starts.

4. Launch a new full backup before performing any further incremental backups on the virtual
machine.

Description of the vCenter CBT Manager

This image illustrates the vCenter CBT Manager window:

The vCenter CBT Manager interface gives you simultaneous access to all the virtual machines
on the vCenter.

Column
Name Description

Machine
Name

The names of the virtual machines.
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Column
Name Description

HW Vers The version of the virtual hardware. Changed Block Tracking is supported only
from version 7 on.

CBT Status These are the possible status of Changed Block Tracking:

• Enabled
• Disabled
• Not Available - Update VM Hardware, if the virtual hardware version is

prior to version 7.

Guest Type The type of the operating system of the virtual machine.

Power These are the possible status of the virtual machine:

l On: the virtual machine is powered on.
l Off: the virtual machine is powered off.
l Suspended: the virtual machine is suspended.

The operation is terminated when the hourglass is removed and the status of the button changes
from active to inactive.

Using the Command Line to Enable CBT

The CBT Configuration Tool is packaged as a jar file.

To enable Changed Block Tracking from the Command Line

1. From the Tina Command Line Interface, run the command:

Operating
System Command Line

Windows "%TINA_HOME%\3rdParty\java\bin\java" -jar %TINA_
HOME%\Classes\tina_cbtconfig.jar -setcbt 1vmname

Linux $TINA_HOME/3rdParty/java/bin/java -jar $TINA_
HOME/Classes/tina_cbtconfig.jar -setcbt 1vmname

Where vmname is the name of the virtual machine.
2. Launch a new full backup before performing any further incremental backups on the virtual

machine.
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To disable Changed Block Tracking from the Command Line

l From the Tina Command Line Interface, run the command:

Operating
System Command Line

Windows "%TINA_HOME%\3rdParty\java\bin\java" -jar %TINA_
HOME%\Classes\tina_cbtconfig.jar -setcbt 0vmname

Linux $TINA_HOME/3rdParty/java/bin/java -jar $TINA_
HOME/Classes/tina_cbtconfig.jar -setcbt 0vmname

Where vmname is the name of the virtual machine.

Re-enabling Changed Block Tracking on Additional Disks
If you enable Changed Block Tracking on a virtual machine, and subsequently add a new disk to
the machine, the Changed Block Tracking will not be active on the additional disk.

To activate Changed Block Tracking on a new disk

1. Disable Changed Block Tracking on the virtual machine then re-enable it.

2. Launch a new full backup before performing any further incremental backups on the virtual
machine.

Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File
Restore
The Backup Indexing feature enables you to index the contents of a virtual machine under the
meta-directory File during backup to perform automatic file restores.

Prerequisites

Be aware of these prerequisites for using the Backup Indexing feature:

l Windows. To index the contents of a virtual machine, the disks or partitions must have a
dedicated letter (e.g., C:, D:).

l Linux. You must perform these operations before using the Backup Indexing feature:
1. Install the VMware Tools on the backed up virtual machine: From the vCenter,

click VMware Tools and follow the instructions.
2. Uninstall the Open-VM Tools. These tools do not allow you to perform

Automatic File restores.
yum remove open-vm-tools

3. First mount the Linux.iso CD containing the VMware Tools, then run this
command:
sudo ./vmware-install.pl -d
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4. Tag the disks on each Linux virtual machine to create atn_disk_name.txt
files on each mount point of each partition.
Use the Tag Disks feature in the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool to identify
the mount points of partitions for the virtual machines. This feature enables you
to create the identification files necessary to index a virtual machine.

To detect the mount points with the Tag Disks feature

1. Launch the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool. See To launch the vCenter CBT Manager for
details.

2. In the Machine Name list, select the Linux virtual machines you want to index.

3. Check that these virtual machines are powered on.

4. Click Tag Disks.

Note:Windows. The Indexing feature automatically detects volume names of partitions. If
you encounter a problem with the automatic detection, use the Tag Disks feature.

If you cannot use the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool, you can configure the detection of
volume names or mount points manually.

To configure the detection of volume names manually (Windows)

l Create a directory named atn_disk_name_<drive_letter> for each drive letter. For
instance, the name of the directory located on the root of the drive D: is atn_disk_name_
D.

To configure the detection of mount points manually (Linux)

l For each partition, create a file named .atn_disk_name.txt which contains the mount
point name of the partition. For instance, if the partition is /home, the file .atn_disk_
name.txt will contain /home.
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Limitations

Be aware of these limitations before using the Backup Indexing feature:
• The Browse functionality does not allow the creation of backup selections with the Backup

Indexing feature. Backup selections must be entered manually to select individual
directories for indexing.
See Defining Backup Selections and the Tina Administration Documentation for details on
backup selections.

• Linux. Backup Indexing does not support LVM2 (Logical Volume Manager, version 2)
partitions that have more than one segment and more than one stripe on this segment. If
this is the case, the LVM2 partition is ignored. This limitation only applies to backup
indexing, not to restore. You can use the two-step file restore which is compatible with
LVM2.
See Restore Prerequisites for details on Linux file restores.
See Restore Modes for details on the two-step file restore process.

• Windows. Backup Indexing only supports basic disks. Dynamic disks are ignored when
indexing backups.

See Backup Indexing for details on the Backup Indexing feature.

Configuration

You must define a backup selection on the File meta-directory to enable the indexing of the
virtual machine. The backup selection can be restricted on any sub-folder of the virtual machine,
and only this sub-folder will be indexed.

Note: The Windows system files (recycle bin, system volume information, and
pagefile.sys) are not indexed.

You must use the POSIX syntax to define the files and/or directories you want to index.

Example of POSIX Syntax.

If you want to index the entire virtual machine, enter the File keyword manually after the virtual
machine name and use this syntax .../vm_name/File when creating the backup selection.

If you want to index only the D:\Data subdirectory of your virtual machine, use this syntax
.../vm_name/File/D/Data when creating the backup selection.

Example of Backup Selections for Indexing with Different Granularities.

This is an example of backup selections with different granularities regarding indexing: Indexing
of the entire virtual machine or indexing of a directory.

l File Mode Backup with Indexing of the Entire Virtual Machine:
QA/Datacenter/frlesvmhostqa02.fr.atempo.network/tests/testwin/File

l File Mode Backup with Indexing of the testdata Directory:
QA/Datacenter/frlesvmhostqa02.fr.atempo.network/tests/testwin/File/D/te
stdata
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You can compare these backup selections with this one for the backup of an entire virtual
machine without indexing:

l Vault Mode Backup:
QA/Datacenter/frlesvmhostqa02.fr.atempo.network/tests/testwin

You can configure backup selections for Backup Indexing using the Backup Selection Creation
Wizard in the Web Administration.

To configure a backup selection to index the contents of a virtual machine

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.
2. In the Tina Explorer, expand your catalog and select Data Management   Backup

Selections.
3. In the right pane, click New Backup Selection to launch the Backup Selection Creation

Wizard.
4. Define the Backup Selection Parameters.

This table describes the Backup Selection Parameters:

Parameter Description

Platform
Selection

Select the HV Agent for VMware application that you want to configure
for backup indexing.

Backup Selection Definition Mode

Depending on your restore needs, you may back up the whole virtual machine
and either index all the files or specific directories of the virtual machine.

Back up Single
or Multiple
Virtual
Machines

Select this radio button if you want to to define backup selections on
one or several virtual machines and indexing them.
• Back up the Entire Virtual Machine and Index All Files. Select

this radio button to perform a Vault backup and index all the files on
your virtual machine.
This will enable you to perform Vault restores and Automatic File
restores of all the files on your virtual machine.

• Back up the Entire Virtual Machine and Index Specific
Directories. Select this radio button to perform a Vault backup and
index some specific directories on your virtual machine.
This will enable you to perform Vault restores and Automatic File
restores of some specific directories on your virtual machine.

See Restore Modes for details.
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Parameter Description

List of Virtual
Machines to
Back up

Applies only if you have selected the Back up Single or Multiple Virtual
Machines radio button.

Defines the paths of the virtual machines to back up.

Click the Add Item (+) button and enter directly the directory path in the
Virtual Machine Name textbox.

Or
Click the (< -) button to open the Browse VM Tree window. Enter your
Operating System credentials,browse the file tree, select the virtual
machines located in the foldersand click Apply and Close.

Note: If you enter the backup selection manually to index a virtual
machine, verify that you enter the correct path in the POSIX form
and that you enter the File keyword after the virtual machine
name: /datacenter_name/.../vm_name/File.

List of
Directories to
Index

Applies only if you have selected the Back up the Entire Virtual
Machine and Index Specific Directories radio button.

Defines the paths of the directories to index.

Click the Add Item (+) button and enter the directory path in the
Absolute Directory Path to Index textbox.

You can define several directory paths to index. The paths must be
absolute and in the POSIX form.

You do not need to enter the entire path of the directory. Just enter the
path from the virtual machine name, the beginning of the path is
automatically filled in when creating the backup selection.

Example.

If the entire path is /Datacenter/.../Windows/vm_
name/File/D/VMware/UserGuide, just enter /D/VMware/UserGuide.

Note: In case of virtual machine multiple selection, make sure that
the directory paths you have entered are present on all the
selected virtual machines.

Strategy
Selection

Select the strategy you want your backup selection to be backed up
with.
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Parameter Description

Filters on
Names

Filters objects according to their names.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the syntax to
use.

To activate filtering, check the box in front of the filter type to use,
Include or Exclude and specify the filter, by either typing it or selecting
it with the Choose Filter button.

For instance, the * character in the Include textbox will back up all the
objects. The *.old string in the Exclude textbox will exclude all the
.old files.

You can enter a list of filters separated by spaces in the Include or
Exclude textbox. If the file or directory names contain spaces, you
must insert a backslash before the space characters to prevent Tina
from interpreting them as filter separators, (e.g. hello\ world).

Filters on Size
and Dates

These filters apply only to file backup.

• Maximum Size of Files. Filters files according to their size by
setting a maximum file size.

• Do not Back up Files Older Than n Days. Filters files according
to their last modification date.
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Parameter Description

Options • Compress Files.Gives you better time performances in low data
flow network since it reduces the amount of data traveling through
the network; however, it requires more machine resources. It also
uses less space on storage media. Compression takes place on the
client machine.

• Encrypt Files. Protects data against illicit reading. When the
Encrypt Files option is selected, data traveling on the network is
encoded and is written on media encoded. Encoding takes place on
the client machine.

Note: To restore encoded data, you need the original catalog into
which the data was backed up. Or you can use the tina_cart
command that enables you to automatically decode data
contained on a media.

• Parallelize Backups if Possible. Enables parallel backups for the
backup selection being defined. This is used with strategy
definitions to enhance backup performance.
Once you have enabled parallel backups, you must set a
Parallelism Index whose maximum value equals the number of
available drives.

Note:
l Backups performed with HV Agent for VMware
applications are always parallelized with the Parallelism
Index defined in the backup strategy.

l Parallel restore does not depend on using this option. You
can use parallel restore on backup selections even if they
were not backed up using the parallelization option.

Backup
Selection
Sharing

• Do not share the backup selections. Select this radio button if
there is no platforms compatible with the one you are configuring or
you prefer not share the backup selection.

• Share the backup selection with compatible platforms. Select
this radio button if your catalog contains platforms that are
compatible with the one you are configuring (i.e., same type), but
that are not yet configured for backup. Then, select the compatible
platforms to which you want to share the current backup selection.

5. Check the Summary of the backup selection parameters carefully and click Finish to create
the backup selection.

6. If the backup selection has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Backup
Selection Creation Wizard. The newly created backup selection appears in the list of
backup selections.
Or
If the backup selection creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.
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Viewing Backup Jobs
Backup jobs of the HV Agent for VMware application are displayed:
• In the Description column of the Jobs View, the name of the virtual machine displays with

the format Full|Incremental backup of virtual machine myVM from agent
myHVVMWareAPP with strategy letter.

Note: For backup indexing jobs, the format is: Full|Incremental backup indexing
of virtual machine myVM from platform myHVVMWareAPP with strategy
letter.

• In the Details window for the job, in the Virtual Machine Backup Information area,
information on the Backed up Virtual Machine displays, i.e., its Name, Format, and Folder.

• In the Events View, and in the Event Logs, each virtual machine backup displays under its
own Job ID.

• In the Command Line Interface, you can use the command tina_acct with the csv export
option, -v_vm_name. This displays the name of the virtual machine in the csv report
column, VM Name. The xml report also displays the name of the virtual machine under the
element vm_name.

Example of a Backup Job
• The Parent Job launches the backup operation (ID 505).
• The Child Job launches the backup of the virtual machine. There is one Child Job for each

virtual machine to back up (IDs 506 and 507). The Children Jobs have the same Parent Job
(ID 505).

Example of a Backup Indexing Job
• The Parent Job launches the backup operation (ID 1078).
• The Child Job launches the backup of a virtual machine. There is one Child Job for each

virtual machine to back up (ID 1079). This Child Job has the Parent Job with ID 1078.
• Each Child Job launches a backup indexing job (ID 1080), providing that a backup

selection is defined. This Child Job has the Parent Job with ID 1079.
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See Backup Indexing and Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details on
backup indexing.

Configuring the Backups of Virtual Machines with
Tags
The TINA_VCB_TAG_FILTER environment variable enables you to back up virtual machines
according to their assigned VMware tags. These tags are assigned in the vSphere interface.

The TINA_VCB_TAG_FILTER environment variable supports Boolean or wildcard and special
characters:
• AND, OR, NOT
• + && || - !

To configure the backups of virtual machines with tags

1. Create and configure an HV Agent for VMware application. See Creating an HV Agent for
VMware Application for details.

2. Set a backup selection at the root of the HV Agent for VMware application (i.e.; /).

3. Set the TINA_VCB_TAG_FILTER variable by specifying the category and tag assigned to the
virtual machines you want to back up with this syntax:

TINA_VCB_TAG_FILTER=tag_category:tag_name

Only the virtual machines with the tag defined in the environment variable will be
backed up and displayed in the file tree of the Restore & Archive Manager interface.

Note:
l tag_category and tag_namemust not contain a space or a colon (:).
l Using this variable is compatible with the TINA_VCB_FILTER_VM variable which
enables you to display virtual machines according to their operating system in
the file tree of the Restore & Archive Manager interface. You can then display
virtual machines with both a tag and an operating system type (Windows, Linux,
etc.).

Configuring Parallel Backups
Whether you use tapes, disk storage or HyperVision Deduplication Storage, parallelizing jobs
enables you to optimize backup time by launching several backups simultaneously.

Example.

If you set a backup selection at the root of the HV Agent for VMware application (i.e., you want to
back up your whole datacenter) and if you set the Parallelism Index to 4, you may have four
backup jobs in parallel, one per virtual machine.

Note: Setting the parallelism index too high may have an impact on performance.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on parallel backups.
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Configuring the Backup of a vCenter Located on a
Virtual Machine
Since the vCenter masterminds your backup and restore operations, you must prevent the
vCenter from becoming unreachable because it is located on a virtual machine that is having
issues.

Atempo recommends:
• Creating a dedicated HV Agent for VMware application for one of the vSphere servers in

your network.

Note: You must specify the name of the ESX server (and not the name of the vCenter
server) in the vCenter Server field of the application parameters.

• Setting the strategy to back up only the vCenter.
• Scheduling the backup to launch outside the backup windows of any other VMware

applications so that there is no mutual cross-traffic.

From this backup you can restore the virtual machine hosting the vCenter as described in
Scenario 1: Restoring a Virtual Machine .

Copying Data Backed up with HyperVision
Deduplication Storage to Tape
You can copy data backed up with HyperVision Deduplication Storage (HVDS) to tape using a
synthetic backup. This can be very useful if you want to externalize your data.

Limitations

Be aware of these limitations before copying data backed up with HVDS to tape:
• You can define only one source deduplication storage strategy. Multiple source

deduplication storage strategies are not allowed.
For instance, you can have a source deduplication storage strategy A with a destination
standard strategy D or a source deduplication storage strategy B with a destination
standard strategy D. But you cannot have two source deduplication storage strategies A
and B with a destination standard strategy D.

• Only the sidf write format is available for tape.
• You cannot perform incremental backups with the destination standard strategy.

Defining Backup Strategies

To copy data backed up with HVDS to tape, you must define two strategies for the HV Agent for
VMware application:
• A source deduplication storage strategy: backs up data to a HVDS backup destination.
• A destination standard strategy: copies data from HVDS to a tape backup destination using

a synthetic backup.
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Procedure

To copy data backed up with HVDS to tape

1. Start the Web Administration as catalog administrator.
2. Launch the Deduplication Storage Strategy Creation Wizard to create a deduplication

storage strategy as the source strategy for the HV Agent for VMware application.
3. Select the HV Agent for VMware application in the Platform Selection window and choose A

in the Strategy Name window. This strategy will back up your data to a HVDS backup
destination. See To create a deduplication storage strategy for details.
This image illustrates the settings of the source deduplication storage strategy A:

Data of the HVAVmwareHV Agent for VMware application is backed up with the deduplication
storage strategy A on the hvds pool.

4. Launch a full backup for the strategy A on the HV Agent for VMware application.
This image illustrates the jobs (194 and 195) involved in the HVDS backup of strategy A:

5. Launch the Standard Strategy Creation Wizard to create a standard strategy as the
destination strategy for the HV Agent for VMware application.

6. Select the HV Agent for VMware application in the Platform Selection window and choose B
in the Strategy Name window. This strategy will copy your data from HVDS to a tape backup
destination.
See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on how to create a standard strategy.

7. Select the newly created standard strategy in the list and click the Strategy Details button.
The Standard Strategy Details window opens.
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8. In the General   Full Backup area, select the Synthetic option and the source strategy
Strategy A.

9. In the Options area, select the sidf format to specify the format to use when writing data on
tape.
This image illustrates the settings of the destination standard strategy B:

Data of the HVAVmwareHV Agent for VMware application is copied with the standard
strategy B on the p pool. The Synthetic option is checked for the source strategy A and the
sidf format is checked to write data on the p pool.

10. Launch a synthetic backup for the strategy B on the HV Agent for VMware application.
This image illustrates the jobs (196 and 197) involved in the copy from HVDS to tape:

Note: You can also use this synthetic backup to perform these operations:
l To restore a virtual machine from the tape.
l To restore files from the tape, provided that these files were previously indexed. See
Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details.

l To duplicate the data backed up by the synthetic backup job on another tape.
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Recycling Data Backed Up with HyperVision
Deduplication Storage
With HyperVision Deduplication Storage, the recycling of backed up versions takes place when a
new backup is launched. If you remove a virtual machine from its vCenter, no new backup is
launched and existing versions are not recycled, but the virtual machine and its instances are still
referenced in the catalog.

The keep_outdated_hvds_instances tunable enables such recycling, as soon as retention is
over. The possible values are:

l all: All existing versions are kept.
l one: Only one version is kept.
l none: All versions are deleted.

The recycling takes place along with a catalog maintenance job.

See the Tina Tunables documentation for details on the keep_outdated_hvds_instances
tunable.

Backing Up Database Applications
Applications running on virtual machines are protected with Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.
However, this protection has these limitations:
• The application needs to be quiesced for the backup to succeed.

There are two ways to do this:

Using the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)

Volume Shadow Copy Service and VSSWriter

The preferred method to quiesce a guest application for backup is that:
• The application should have an enabled Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy

Service (VSS).
• The application should have its own VSSWriter.

Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware backup uses the Microsoft Volume Shadow
Copy Service (VSS) of the guest application.

The Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) is a Windows framework that
enables volume backups to be performed while applications on a system continue to
write to the volumes.

A Volume Shadow Copy (VSS) is a read-only point-in-time replica of a component.
Tina does not back up the actual database, but the replica. Shadow copy backups
ensure that:
• Consistent snapshots of the data can be created at any point in time.
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• Backup is performed while minimizing interruption to the production
environment.

The VSSWriter is a tool that responds to signals provided by the Volume Shadow
Copy Service interface to enable running applications to prepare and quiesce their
data stores for shadow copy creation and to ensure that no writes occur on the
volume while the shadow copy is being created.

Most recent versions of Microsoft applications such as Active Directory, Exchange,
SQL Server, SharePoint and others have a VSSWriter and can back up an
application in a consistent state.

However, not all of the third party applications supported by Tina have VSSWriters,
and in some of those that do, the VSSWriters are not enabled by default.

This table lists the presence or absence of VSSWriters in applications supported by
Tina. See Backing Up Applications without VSSWriters for applications without the
VSSWriter.

Application VSS Writer

Microsoft Applications

MICROSOFT EXCHANGE Yes

MICROSOFT EXCHANGE
ADVANCED INDEXING
DATABASE

Yes

MICROSOFT SQL SERVER Yes

MICROSOFT OFFICE
SHAREPOINT SERVER

Yes, but not activated by default.

To activate it, use this command:

stsadm -o registerwsswriter

See the Tina for SharePoint 2013 and 2016
Documentation for details.

Other Applications

ORACLE Yes, but not activated by default and special
constraints apply, depending on your Oracle
configuration.

See Oracle documentation for details.

DB2 No

INFORMIX No
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Application VSS Writer

SAP R/3 AND ECC ON
ORACLE (USING BACKINT)

No

MAXDB (USING BACKINT) No

MYSQL No

POSTGRESQL No

SYBASE ASE No

LOTUS NOTES / DOMINO No

GROUPWISE No

You can also check whether the VSSWriter is present and currently enabled on your
system with the MS-DOS command:

vssadmin list writers

This command returns a list of all the currently active VSS writers in the production
network.

Guest Operating System

Additionally, the guest operating system on the virtual machine to be backed up must
be “application consistent” with vSphere. With Windows 2008 and 2008 R2, you
must also ensure these prerequisites:
• Dynamic Disks are not supported
• Only SCSI disks are supported
• The attribute disk.EnableUUIDmust be enabled. This is enabled by default

on virtual machines created on vSphere 4.1. For virtual machines created on
vSphere versions prior to 4.1, follow these instructions:
a. Power off your Windows 2008 virtual machine
b. From the vCenter, select Edit virtual machine settings   Options 

 General   Configurations Parameters   Add Row
c. Add a row with these values:

– Name=disk.EnableUUID
– Value=true

Backing Up Applications without VSS Writers

Applications that do not have an integrated VSSWriter can still be backed up on
virtual machines with Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware. But in this case, the
databases need to be quiesced before the snapshot is taken, and restarted after.
You can do it manually, or automate it with pre- and post- snapshot scripts. See
Creating Pre- and Post-Snapshot Scripts for details.

• Full Virtual Machine Restore
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The backup of third-party database is a vault backup, thus the restore is going to be a full
virtual machine restore. If you are backing up an Exchange Server for instance located on a
virtual machine, you will not be able to restore individuals databases, you will have to
restore the entire content of the virtual machine. In addition, the Exchange databases will
not receive the information that they have been backed up, thus log truncation may become
an issue. If you need such features, you should use the Tina for Exchange Server
application to back up your Exchange Server, or the Tina Agent corresponding to your
Windows Database application.

Creating Pre- and Post-Snapshot Scripts
Administrators may create pre-snapshot (pre-freeze) scripts on virtual machines to run before a
snapshot is taken, or post-snapshot (post-thaw) scripts to run after a snapshot. For instance, to
perform consistent backups of database applications supported by Tina but not having an
integrated VSS writer, you must shut down the database prior to the snapshot, and restart it after
the snapshot has been taken. You can automate this process through pre-freeze and post-thaw
scripts.

Scripts
These scripts and the paths in which they are placed must be named according to norms used
since VMware VCB 1.5. The paths must be created manually.

Windows Scripts

If you want to use pre-freeze and post-thaw scripts, create paths for them according to one of
these options:
• The default accepted name for the path is:

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMwareTools\backupScripts.d
Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware first checks for the existence of this path. If it finds this
path but there are no scripts in it, it does not continue checking.

• However, if it does not find this path, it checks for the existence of an alternative path:
C:\Program Files\Atempo\VMwareTools\backupScripts.d

Note: In either case, backupScripts.d is a folder to be created by the user, and is not
the name of a file.

If, once again, it finds this path but there are no scripts in it, it does not continue checking.
• If it does not find this path, it checks for any path defined in the variable TINA_VCB_VM_

SCRIPTS_PATH. See TINA_VCB_VM_SCRIPTS_PATH Environment Variable for details.
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This table describes the available script types:

Script
Type How script runs

Pre-
freeze

All scripts are invoked in ascending alphabetical order with freeze as the first
argument.

Post-
thaw

All scripts are invoked in descending alphabetical order with thaw or freezeFail
as the first argument.

TINA_VCB_VM_SCRIPTS_PATH Environment Variable

If you cannot create paths under the default or alternative names in C:\Program Files, (e.g.,
because you are using a drive other than C:\ for your installation,) you can define a different path
in the environment variable, TINA_VCB_VM_SCRIPTS_PATH.

This is not a Tina application variable, but a local user variable to be set in the Properties of the
virtual machine on which you are taking the snapshot. You can access these Properties in
different ways depending on the version of Windows, but they are usually present on the
Desktop. For instance, under Windows Server 2008: Start   Computer   System properties 
 Advanced System Settings   Environment Variables   User variables for Local user  Edit.

Linux Scripts

For Linux, manually create paths for pre-freeze and post-thaw scripts with these names:

Script Type Name of Script

Pre-freeze /usr/sbin/pre-freeze-script

Post-thaw /usr/sbin/post-thaw-script

To back up a virtual machine, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware first performs a snapshot with
quiesce. If this snapshot with quiesce cannot be taken, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware then
performs a snapshot without quiesce.

To allow Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware to back up a virtual machine only if pre-freeze
scripts succeed, set the TINA_VCB_USE_ONLY_SNAPSHOT_WITH_QUIESCE variable to Yes. In this
case, an error on a pre-freeze script execution prevents the virtual machine from being backed
up.

Backup User
Windows. The pre- and post- snapshot scripts are launched on the virtual machines with the
Backup User as defined in the configuration of the HV Agent for VMware application (see
Creating an HV Agent for VMware Application for details). This user must exist on the virtual
machine and have the necessary permissions to launch the scripts without error, otherwise the
backup of that virtual machine will fail.
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Virtual machines are backed up without pre- and post- snapshot scripts (even if these scripts
exist on the virtual machines) in these cases:

l If there is no Backup User defined in the Application Parameters for HV Agent for VMware.
l If the Backup User is defined in the Application Parameters for HV Agent for VMware but
unable to connect to the virtual machine.

Linux. It is not necessary to define a Backup User in the Application Parameters for HV Agent for
VMware to launch pre- and post- snapshot scripts on the virtual machines.

Transport Modes
To store and manage virtual disk files, vSphere Server uses a range of physical storage devices,
such as local disks, NAS storage, Fibre Channel SANs, or iSCSI SANs.

The type of storage device to which your vSphere Server system has access, determines how
you set up the vSphere proxy and the transport mode used by vSphere to access virtual disk
data.

VMware vSphere provides these methods of accessing virtual machine disk data:

Access Mode Description

SAN For Fibre Channel and iSCSI storage to completely off-load backups
to a physical vSphere proxy.

Hot-Add For any type of storage to perform backups by a vSphere proxy set
up in a virtual machine.

Note: The Hot-Add transport mode does not support IDE disks.

LAN (NBD and
NBDSSL Modes)

When your environment does not permit the use of the SAN or Hot-
Add modes.

Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware automatically chooses the optimal transport mode. By
default, Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware looks for transport modes in this order: SAN, Hot-
Add, and NBD. The NBDSSL mode is not looked for by default. If you want to use this mode for
security reasons, you must specify it explicitly using the TINA_VCB_TRANSPORT_MODES
environment variable.

To use the SANMode, the Proxy must have access to the LUNs on which the virtual machines
are stored. These are the same LUNs as those of the vSphere servers. In the case of a vSphere
cluster, this applies to all the LUNs accessible by all the vSphere machines in the cluster.

You can also force Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware to use particular modes by setting the
environment variable TINA_VCB_TRANSPORT_MODES. To force the use of more than one mode,
enter each one separated by a colon.

For instance, to limit the transport modes to only modes using the LAN, set the environment
variable:

TINA_VCB_TRANSPORT_MODES=nbdssl:nbd
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See the corresponding VMware documentation on the VMware Web site for details on
configuring transport modes.
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CHAPTER8-Restoring with Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware
These topics describe how to restore entire virtual machines (vault restore) or specific virtual
machine files (file restore) using Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:
• Restore Prerequisites
• Restore Limitations
• Restore Rules
• Restore Scenarios
• Command Mode Restore

Restore Prerequisites
This table describes the prerequisites for Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware restore:

Prerequisite Description

File Restore
Access Rights

To perform file restores, the users of the virtual machines must be known on
Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware or on the gateway, if any. This will be
the case for network users (Active Directory for Windows, NIS, LDAP,
Kerberos for Linux). Otherwise, you have to create the users on Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware or on the gateway.

Linux File
Restore Rights

When performing file restores through the SFTP protocol, users are by
default chrooted, i.e., they only access the mount point of the VMDK files.
To prevent users from being chrooted and enable them to access their
home directory according to their rights:

1. On the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, create the atn_no_
chroot group with the groupadd command.

2. Add each user manually with the gpasswd or the usermod command.

Note: The root user is not chrooted and can browse the whole Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware.
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Prerequisite Description

vCenter User’s
Rights

The role to which the vCenter user belongs must have rights to back up and
restore virtual machines.

To assign automatically vCenter user’s rights to a role

1. Launch the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool.

2. Select Actions   Configure Role.

3. Enter the role name.

4. Click OK.

If the role does not exist, vCenter CBT Manager creates the new role and
assigns the rights necessary to back up and restore virtual machines to the
role.

If the role already exists, vCenter CBT Manager edits the existing role and
adds the rights necessary to back up and restore virtual machines to the
role. No existing right is deleted.

See vCenter User’s Rights for having a list of these vCenter user’s rights.

See To launch the vCenter CBT Manager for details on how to launch the
vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool.

Vault Restores
of Running
Virtual
Machines

The restore of running virtual machines is not supported. You must shut
them down before performing vault restores.

Vault Restores
of Virtual
Machines to
Original
Location

There must be no snapshot on the virtual machine.

Simultaneous
Linux Virtual
Machines
Restores

The more partitions/disks on the Linux virtual machines to restore
simultaneously you have, the more loop devices (/dev/loop) you need. Per
virtual machine, the number of loop devices you need corresponds to the
number of disks plus the total number of partitions all disks included.

Note: Some Linux operating systems automatically manage loop
devices and you do not need to think about the number of available
loop devices.
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Prerequisite Description

Linux File
Restores (Two-
Step or
Automatic File
Restore)

• Volume Group Names. Volume Group names must be unique. There
must not be Volume Groups with the same name anywhere within the
Linux environment.

• Partitions.Only one partition must be active on any disk on a virtual
machine.

• Bootloaders.Only the GRUB bootloader is supported.
• Logical Volume Manager If you use LVM2 (Logical Volume Manager,

version 2) on the virtual machines, the Local Volume Manager must
observe these conditions:

o LVM2 must be installed on the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.
o /usr/sbinmust be in the path.
o /dev/mapper should be used in /etc/fstab.
o Volume Group names must not contain a "-" character (the minus
sign).

o The Volume Group names of the Virtual Machine should not exist on
the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.

o FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) libraries must be installed on the
Linux machine. See FUSE Library Installation for details on installing
FUSE libraries.

o Support of fstab with uuid.

• System Tools. These system tools are used by Tina HyperVision Agent
for VMware or the gateway and must be present to run it:

o mount / umount
o mkdir
o rmdir
o vgs (lvm2)
o vgchange (lvm2)
o pvscan
o blkid

• Multiple Virtual Disks.When a Linux VM owns multiple virtual disks,
Atempo recommends identifying the partitions other than LVM2 either
with a Label or a UUID instead of the device name such as /dev/sd.

• Boot Partition. The boot partition of the Linux virtual machine must be in
an mbr disk and must have a boot flag. Hence GPT partitions are not
supported for the boot disk.

• Write Rights. The Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware or the gateway
must have write rights on the /home directory.

• Gnome Automounting Feature. You must disable the Gnome
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Prerequisite Description

Automounting feature.

1. Use the gsettings get org.gnome.desktop.media-
handling automount command to check that the variable value is
false.

2. If needed, use the gsettings set org.gnome.desktop.media-
handling automount false command to set the variable to
false.
You must set this variable to false for the user account performing
restores.

Automatic File
Restores

• If you want to restore indexed files, you must have previously created a
backup selection on the File meta-directory of the virtual machine or on
any sub-folder to enable the indexing of the virtual machine contents.
See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details.

• VMware Tools must be installed on the virtual machine. Atempo
recommends installing the latest version of VMware Tools.

• You must specify a vCenter (not an ESX) in the vCenter Server field of
the HV Agent for VMware application parameters.
See Creating an HV Agent for VMware Application for details.

• The virtual machine on which you want to restore data (either the original
or the destination one) must be running to perform restores.

• Linux.

o The file system of the Virtual Machine must be one of these file
systems: ext2 , ext3, or ext4.

o LVM2 (Logical Volume Manager, version 2) partitions are supported
provided that they have only one segment and that this segment
contains only one stripe. If not, the LVM2 partition is ignored.

o When indexing virtual machine backups, you must use the Tag Disks
feature in the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool to identify the
mount points of partitions for the virtual machines. See Configuring
Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details.
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Prerequisite Description

Express
Restart Feature

• The virtual machine to restart must have been backed up with
HyperVision Deduplication Storage as a backup destination.

• You must be connected to a vCenter.
• You need a Linux Agent to use the Express Restart Feature:

o If you have aWindows proxy, you must define a Linux gateway which
will be used as a Linux agent for the Express Restart feature.

o The parted utility package must be installed on the Linux gateway.
o The NFS server must be configured and running on the Linux agent.
The Express Restart feature requires an exclusive use of the NFS
server to guarantee that there will be no interference with services
needed by the user who uses the NFS service or the machine where
the NFS server is located.

o FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) libraries must be installed on the
Linux agent. See FUSE Library Installation for details on installing
FUSE libraries.

Note: Not all the Linux operating systems are compatible with
Express Restart. For up-to-date information on supported
operating systems, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the
Atempo web site.

Gateway used for
File Restore or
Express Restart

l Make sure that the OS version of the machine you use as the
gateway is supported. For up-to-date information on supported
operating systems, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the Atempo
web site.

l Windows. TheWindows gateway uses the Dokan tool and the
Dokan installation is not compatible with most antivirus software
(e.g.; McAfee, Bitdefender). Thus the machine you use as a
Windows gateway should not have an antivirus software installed.

l Linux. See Gateway Prerequisites for details on the components to
install, uninstall and disable for a Linux gateway.

Restore Limitations
Be aware of these limitations before restoring data with Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:

Web Restore

You cannot use the Web Restore. To restore data from Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, use
the Restore & Archive Manager.

Vault Restore

When you rename a virtual machine, the virtual machine name in the HV Agent for VMware
application does no longer correspond to the path of the virtual machine files. You must then
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perform a restore to a different location using the present virtual machine name.

File Restore

These limitations apply both to Automatic File restore and Two-Step File restore:

l File restore supports only ASCII virtual machine names. Virtual machine names should
not contain accented characters. This is due to a limitation of VDDK which does not
support UTF8.

l Windows. Restoring files from a Resilient File System (ReFS) is not supported.
l Linux. File restore is not supported when no partition is created on the virtual machine.

Automatic File Restore
• Restores mixing indexed files coming from both a Tape/Disk storage and a deduplication

storage, HyperVision Deduplication Storage (HVDS) or External File System Storage, are
not supported. In case of different backup destinations, you must launch separate restores,
one for each type of storage (i.e., one for the indexed files backed up on Tape/Disk and one
for the indexed files backed up on HVDS/External File System Storage).

• Linux. Automatic file restore under the root (/) of the Linux file system is not supported.
Users must restore the file in a sub-directory, log into the virtual machine, and then
manually move the file into /.

External File System Storage Restore

Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware restores are not supported with a Windows/NFS
configuration. You must use the CIFS protocol with Windows to restore virtual machines on an
External File System Storage.

Virtual Machine Storage Policies

Virtual Machine Storage Policies are not backed up. As a result, when you restore a virtual
machine:
• Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware applies the default Virtual Machine Storage Policies if

a virtual machine is recreated.
• Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware keeps the existing Virtual Machine Storage Policies if

an existing virtual machine is restored.

Restore Rules
Be aware of these restore rules before restoring data with Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:

Restore Test

The Restore test enables you to simulate a restore operation in your production environment.
Atempo recommends performing such testing on a regular basis to ensure that a “real” restore
operation will be successful, should an incident occur.

See the Tina Restore Documentation for details on the restore test.
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Restore Selection Rules in Restore & Archive Manager

Vault Restores
• If you want to restore several virtual machines simultaneously, you can only restore them to

a unique location, either to their original location or to a new location.
• Only one virtual machine at a time can be restored with a different name.
• When you select a virtual machine for a vault restore, open the virtual machine node to

view the objects for restore. In some rare instances, the virtual machine node may continue
to appear in the Restore & Archive Manager file tree after all its object have been recycled.

File Restores
• Select the File meta-directory on a virtual machine if you want to perform a file restore.
• For indexed files, select any file or sub-directory located under the File meta-directory on a

virtual machine provided that you have previously indexed the contents of the virtual
machine.
See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details on configuring
indexing.

• Linux Virtual Machines. Simultaneous file restores on the same Tina HyperVision Agent
for VMware or gateway of virtual machines having identical volume group names are not
supported.

Multiple Restores
In a single Restore & Archive Manager session, the only multiple operation that you can perform
are vault restores of several virtual machines with the same destination type for all virtual
machines (either their original location, or a new location for all virtual machines).

All other restore operations must be performed one after the other, or in separate instances of the
Restore & Archive Manager, i.e.:
• You cannot perform several file restores in the same Restore & Archive Manager instance.
• You cannot launch at the same time a vault restore and a file restore on the same virtual

machine. If you do so, the Restore & Archive Manager will perform a vault restore.

Rules for Keeping the MAC Address for Vault Restore

This table describes the rules for keeping the MAC address of the machine for vault restore:

Case Rule

Vault restore to the original
location

The MAC address of the machine is kept.

Vault restore to another
location with the same name for
the virtual machine

The MAC address of the machine is kept.
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Case Rule

Vault restore to another
location with a different name
for the virtual machine

The vSphere server provides a new MAC address for the
machine to each network card when starting the virtual
machine for the first time.

Restore Scenarios
Before restoring, make sure you are familiar with Restore Prerequisites and Restore Rules.

These are the restore scenarios available with Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:

l Scenario 1: Restoring a Virtual Machine
l Scenario 2: Restoring Files
l Scenario 3: Restoring Indexed Files
l Scenario 4: Restarting a Virtual Machine with Express Restart
l Scenario 5: Restoring from an HVDS Read-Only Copy

Scenario 1: Restoring a Virtual Machine
This scenario describes how to restore a virtual machine (vault restore) either to its original
location or to a new location.

Prerequisites

In addition to the Restore Prerequisites, these conditions must also be met:

l Vault Restores of Running Virtual Machines. The restore of running virtual machines is
not supported. You must shut them down before performing vault restores.

l Vault Restores of Virtual Machines to Original Location. There must be no snapshot
on the virtual machine.

l Simultaneous Linux Virtual Machines Restores. The more partitions/disks on the
Linux virtual machines to restore simultaneously you have, the more loop devices
(/dev/loop) you need. Per virtual machine, the number of loop devices you need
corresponds to the number of disks plus the total number of partitions all disks included.

Note: Some Linux operating systems automatically manage loop devices and you do
not need to think about the number of available loop devices.

Limitation

When you rename a virtual machine, the VM name in the HV Agent for VMware application does
no longer correspond to the path of the VM files. You must then perform a restore to a different
location using the present VM name.
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Procedure

To restore a virtual machine

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for the HV Agent for VMware application.
2. Select Backup   Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you want to

restore.
3. In the file meta-tree, select the virtual machine you want to restore.
4. Select Tree   Selected Objects   Versions. The Versions in Time window is displayed. It

contains the list of backups.
5. Select a backup in the list and click Synchronize. The file tree is updated. The list of all the

objects required for the restore is displayed.
6. Select the box next to the virtual machine to select it. It will automatically select all the files

required for the restore.
7. Select Restore   Run. The Restore window opens.

This image illustrates the Restore window:

8. Select the Transport Mode for the restore:
• Default. Default transport mode for restores is SAN. Select this mode if you have Fibre

Channel and iSCSI storage.
• LAN. Restore transport mode that equals the NBD backup transport mode. Use this

transport mode if your environment does not permit the use of the SANmode.
• LAN SSL. Restore transport mode that equals the NBDSSL backup transport mode.

Same as LAN except that it is a secure mode.
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9. Select the location where you want to restore the virtual machine. This table describes the
Location options:

Location Description

Restore to the
Original
Location

1. Select the Original Location option.

2. Click OK. The virtual machine has been restored to its original
location, i.e. to its original vCenter server and datastore.

Restore to a
New Location

1. Select the New Location option, then select a resource pool,
either in the original ESX or in another ESX in the list below.

2. Select a datastore as restore destination in the list on the right.

Note: Read-only datastores attached to ESX servers
are not displayed in the Restore window.

3. If necessary, modify the name of the virtual machine you want to
restore through the New Virtual Machine Name field.

Note: The new name of the machine should not
contain the@ character.

4. Click OK. The virtual machine is restored to the new location you
have defined.

Scenario 2: Restoring Files
This scenario describes how to restore files (Two-Step File restore).

Exposing and Restoring Phases

Two-Step File restore consists of these two phases:

1. The Exposing Phase. Exposing the backup content of virtual machine to which you want to
restore files. See To expose the virtual machine backup content for details.

2. The Restoring Phase. Restoring files to that virtual machine.

While the Exposing phase is identical for all restore types, the Restoring phase varies with the
OS. This table describes four restore scenarios to take all cases into account:

Exposed Virtual
Machine OS

HV Agent for
VMware OS

Restore is
performed by... See...

Windows Windows HV Agent for
VMware

To restore Windows files with a
Windows agent

Windows Linux Gateway To restore Windows files with a
Linux agent
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Exposed Virtual
Machine OS

HV Agent for
VMware OS

Restore is
performed by... See...

Linux Linux HV Agent for
VMware

To restore Linux files with a
Linux agent

Linux Windows Gateway To restore Linux files with a
Windows agent

Prerequisites

In addition to the Restore Prerequisites (especially File Restore Access Rights, and Linux File
Restore Rights), the conditions described in this table must be met for Linux file restores:

Prerequisite Description

Volume Group
Names

Volume Group names must be unique. There must not be Volume Groups with the
same name anywhere within the Linux environment.

Partitions Only one partition must be active on any disk on a virtual machine.

Bootloaders Only the GRUB bootloader is supported.

Logical Volume
Manager

If you use LVM2 (Logical Volume Manager, version 2) on the virtual
machines, the Local Volume Manager must observe these conditions:

l LVM2 must be installed on the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.
l /usr/sbinmust be in the path.
l /dev/mapper should be used in /etc/fstab.
l Volume Group names must not contain a "-" character (the minus
sign).

l The Volume Group names of the Virtual Machine should not exist on
the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware.

l FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) libraries must be installed on the
Linux machine. See FUSE Library Installation for details on installing
FUSE libraries.

l Support of fstab with uuid
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Prerequisite Description

System Tools These system tools are used by Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware or the
gateway and must be present to run it:

l mount / umount
l mkdir
l rmdir
l vgs (lvm2)
l vgchange (lvm2)
l pvscan
l blkid

Multiple Virtual
Disks

When a Linux VM owns multiple virtual disks, Atempo recommends identifying the
partitions other than LVM2 either with a Label or a UUID instead of the device name
such as /dev/sd.

Boot Partition The boot partition of the Linux virtual machine must be in an mbr disk and must have a
boot flag. Hence GPT partitions are not supported for the boot disk.

Write Rights The Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware or the gateway must have write rights on the
/home directory.

Gnome
Automounting
Feature

You must disable the Gnome Automounting feature.

1. Use the gsettings get org.gnome.desktop.media-handling
automount command to check that the variable value is false.

2. If needed, use the gsettings set org.gnome.desktop.media-
handling automount false command to set the variable to false.

You must set this variable to false for the user account
performing restores.

Limitations

These are the limitations to the Two-Step File restore:

l Two-Step File restore supports only ASCII virtual machine names. Virtual machine names
should not contain accented characters. This is due to a limitation of VDDK which does not
support UTF8.

l Windows. Restoring files from aWindows 2012 Server duplicated by Microsoft is not
supported.

l Linux. Two-Step File restore is not supported when no partition is created on the virtual
machine.
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Tape or Disk as Backup Destination

You must set two environment variables if you want to perform file restore for virtual machines
that were backed up to tape or disk:

l TINA_VCB_LNX_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH: This variable represents the path on the Linux
Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, or on the Linux gateway where virtual machines will
be copied.
-Or-
TINA_VCB_WIN_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH: This variable represents the path on the Windows
Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, or on the Windows gateway where virtual machines
will be copied.

l TINA_VCB_RESTORE_CACHE_SIZE: This variable represents the space in GB allocated to
the directory specified in the TINA_VCB_WIN_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH or TINA_VCB_LNX_
RESTORE_CACHE_PATH variable.

Procedures
To expose the virtual machine backup content
1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for the HV Agent for VMware application.
2. Select Backup   Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to

restore.
3. In the file meta-tree, select the virtual machine containing the files you want to restore.
4. Select Tree   Selected Objects   Versions. The Versions in Time window is displayed. It

contains the list of backups.
5. Select a backup in the list and click Synchronize. The file tree is updated. The list of all the

objects required for the restore is displayed.
6. Below the selected virtual machine, select the box next to the File meta-directory to select it.
7. Select Restore   Run. The Restore Mount Information window opens.

This image illustrates the Restore Mount Information window:

8. In the User Name field, enter the name of a user that has access to the virtual machine and
to the data to restore.

Note: This user must be known on the machine performing the restore, either the Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware or the gateway.

9. Select the VMDK to expose and click OK.
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To restore Windows files with a Windows agent

This procedure describes how to restore individual files when Time Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware and the virtual machines to which you want to restore files are of the sameWindows OS.

The Exposing Phase: To display the files to restore

1. Expose the virtual machine backup content as described in To expose the virtual machine
backup content.

2. A new window opens. The data of the virtual machine is ready to be accessed through the
Access Path displayed:

• Local Path on the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware agent:
drive_letter:\TINA_HOME\vmdk_repository\username\virtual_
machine.backup_version_number
Or

• Remote CIFS Path:
\\Time_Navigator_HV_Agent_for_VMware\mounted_point\virtual_
machine.backup_version_number\

The Restoring Phase: To access and copy the files to restore

1. From the Local Path.On the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware agent, go to the Local Path.
The files of your virtual machine are displayed.

From the Remote CIFS Path. From the Windows Start menu of any Windows
machine, select Run and paste the Remote CIFS Path, then click OK. The files of
your virtual machine are displayed.

2. Browse through the files and folders and perform your restore operations manually.

3. By default, the mount point remains available for two hours. When this time has elapsed, the
mount point is automatically unmounted and the window closes. If you need more time for your
restore operations, you can define a new timeout value for the window closing:

a. Select the number of hours (2, 4, 8, 24, or 48 hours) in the Additional Time Value drop-
down list to specify the new timeout value for the window.

b. Click the button below the Local Path field or the Remote CIFS Path field to modify the
timeout of the window closing. The display of the time left before automatic unmount is
updated according to your choice.

4. When you have finished, click Close and Unmount.

To restore Windows files with a Linux agent

This procedure describes how to restore individual files when Time Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware and the virtual machines to which you want to restore files are not of the same OS: you
want to restore Windows files with a Linux agent.

In that case, you need an additional machine, called a gateway, to either expose the virtual
machine contents (HVDS or External File System Storage) or hold the temporary cache
containing the virtual machine restore (Tape or Disk).
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The Exposing Phase: To display the files to restore

1. Expose the virtual machine backup content as described in To expose the virtual machine
backup content.

2. A new window opens. The data of the virtual machine is ready to be accessed through the
Access Path displayed:

• Local Path on the gateway:
drive_letter:\TINA_HOME\vmdk_repository\username\virtual_
machine.backup_version_number
Or

• Remote CIFS Path:
\\Gateway\mounted_point\virtual_machine.backup_version_number\

The Restoring Phase: To access and copy the files to restore

1. From the Local Path.On the gateway, go to the Local Path. The files of your virtual machine
are displayed.

From the Remote CIFS Path. From the Windows Start menu of any Windows machine,
select Run and paste the Remote CIFS Path, then click OK. The files of your virtual machine
are displayed.

2. Browse through the files and folders and perform your restore operations manually.

3. By default, the mount point remains available for two hours. When this time has elapsed, the
mount point is automatically unmounted and the window closes. If you need more time for your
restore operations, you can define a new timeout value for the window closing:

a. Select the number of hours (2, 4, 8, 24, or 48 hours) in the Additional Time Value drop-
down list to specify the new timeout value for the window.

b. Click the button below the Local Path field or the Remote CIFS Path field to modify the
timeout of the window closing. The display of the time left before automatic unmount is
updated according to your choice.

4. When you have finished, click Close and Unmount.

To restore Linux files with a Linux agent

This procedure describes how to restore individual files when Time Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware and the virtual machines to which you want to restore files are of the same Linux OS:

The Exposing Phase: To display the files to restore

1. Expose the virtual machine backup content as described in To expose the virtual machine
backup content.

2. A new window opens. The data of the virtual machine is ready to be accessed through the
Access Path displayed:

• Local Path on the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware agent:
/home/atn_mounted_vmdk/username/mount_point
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Or
• Remote SFTP Path:

sftp://username@Time_Navigator_HV_Agent_for_VMware/username/mount_
point

Note: The syntax of the Remote SFTP path shown above only works for FTP clients
such as Filezilla. If you are in a command line console on a Linux or macOSmachine,
use the syntax:
sftpusername@machine_name /mount_point.

The Restoring Phase: To access and copy the files to restore

1. From the Local Path.On the Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware agent, go to the Local Path.
The files of your virtual machine are displayed.

From the Remote SFTP Path. Launch an FTP client that supports the SFTP
protocol and enter all the information required:

• The remote SFTP path
• The user name
• The password

Launch the connection. The files of your virtual machine are displayed.
2. Browse through the files and folders and perform your restore operations manually.

3. By default, the mount point remains available for two hours. When this time has elapsed, the
mount point is automatically unmounted and the window closes. If you need more time for your
restore operations, you can define a new timeout value for the window closing:

a. Select the number of hours (2, 4, 8, 24, or 48 hours) in the Additional Time Value drop-
down list to specify the new timeout value for the window.

b. Click the button below the Local Path field or the Remote CIFS Path field to modify the
timeout of the window closing. The display of the time left before automatic unmount is
updated according to your choice.

4. When you have finished, click Close and Unmount.

To restore Linux files with a Windows agent

This procedure describes how to restore individual files when Time Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware and the virtual machines to which you want to restore files are not of the same OS: you
want to restore Linux files with a Windows agent.

In that case, you need an additional machine, called a gateway, to either expose the virtual
machine contents (HVDS or External File System Storage) or hold the temporary cache
containing the virtual machine restore (Tape or Disk).

The Exposing Phase: To display the files to restore

1. Expose the virtual machine backup content as described in To expose the virtual machine
backup content.

2. A new window opens. The data of the virtual machine is ready to be accessed through the
Access Path displayed:
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• Local Path on the gateway:
/home/atn_mounted_vmdk/username/mount_point
Or

• Remote SFTP Path:
sftp://username@gateway/username/mount_point

Note: The syntax of the Remote SFTP path shown above only works for FTP clients
such as Filezilla. If you are in a command line console on a Linux or macOSmachine,
use the syntax:
sftpusername@machine_name /mount_point.

The Restoring Phase: To access and copy the files to restore

1. From the Local Path.On the gateway, go to the Local Path. The files of your virtual machine
are displayed.

From the Remote SFTP Path. Launch an FTP client that supports the SFTP protocol and
enter all the information required:
• The remote SFTP path
• The user name
• The password
Launch the connection. The files of your virtual machine are displayed.

2. Browse through the files and folders and perform your restore operations manually.

3. By default, the mount point remains available for two hours. When this time has elapsed, the
mount point is automatically unmounted and the window closes. If you need more time for your
restore operations, you can define a new timeout value for the window closing:

a. Select the number of hours (2, 4, 8, 24, or 48 hours) in the Additional Time Value drop-
down list to specify the new timeout value for the window.

b. Click the button below the Local Path field or the Remote SFTP Path field to modify the
timeout of the window closing. The display of the time left before automatic unmount is
updated according to your choice.

4. When you have finished, click Close and Unmount.

Scenario 3: Restoring Indexed Files
This scenario describes how to restore indexed files (Automatic File restore).

The Automatic File restore process is the same as the Two-Step File restore process. See
Restore Modes for details.

The only difference is that this process uses the indexing of the virtual machine contents. The
indexed files are then restored automatically and the user does no longer need to perform these
steps manually:
• Navigating through the file tree.
• Copying/Pasting the restored files.
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Prerequisites

In addition to the Restore Prerequisites (especially File Restore Access Rights, Linux File
Restore Rights, and Linux File Restores), these conditions must be met:
• If you want to restore indexed files, you must have previously created a backup selection

on the File meta-directory of the virtual machine or on any sub-folder to enable the indexing
of the virtual machine contents. See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File
Restore for details.

• You must install the VMware Tools on the virtual machine. Atempo recommends installing
the latest version of VMware Tools.

• You must specify a vCenter (not an ESX) in the vCenter Server field of the HV Agent for
VMware application parameters. See Creating an HV Agent for VMware Application for
details.

• The virtual machine on which you want to restore data (either the original or the destination
one) must be running to perform restores.

• Linux.

o The file system of the Virtual Machine must be one of these file systems: ext2 , ext3 , or
ext4.

o LVM2 (Logical Volume Manager, version 2) partitions are supported provided that they
have only one segment and that this segment contains only one stripe. If not, the LVM2
partition is ignored.

o When indexing virtual machine backups, you must use the Tag Disks feature in the
vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool to identify the mount points of partitions for the virtual
machines. See Configuring Backup Indexing for Automatic File Restore for details.

Limitations

These are the limitations to the Indexed File restore:
• The Automatic File restore supports only ASCII virtual machine names. Virtual machine

names should not contain accented characters. This is due to a limitation of VDDK which
does not support UTF8.

• Restores mixing indexed files coming from both a Tape/Disk storage and a deduplication
storage, HyperVision Deduplication Storage (HVDS) or External File System Storage, are
not supported. In case of different backup destinations, you must launch separate restores,
one for each type of storage (i.e., one for the indexed files backed up on Tape/Disk and one
for the indexed files backed up on HVDS/External File System Storage).

• Windows. Restoring files from aWindows 2012 Server duplicated by Microsoft is not
supported.

• Linux.

o Automatic File restore under the root (/) of the Linux file system is not supported. Users
must restore the file in a sub-directory, log into the virtual machine, and then manually
move the file into /.

o Automatic File restore is not supported when no partition is created on the virtual machine.
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Restored Attributes

This table describes the restored attributes for Windows and Linux with the Automatic File
restore:

OS Restored Attributes

Windows • Read-only
• Hidden
• Last modification time
• Last access time except if the restored file is read-only or hidden

Note:
l The creation time is not restored and is set to the restore time.
l In case of cross-restore betweenWindows and Linux, only the last
modification time can be restored, other attributes are not restored.

Linux • Access mode
• Last modification time
• UID, User Identifier
• GID,Group Identifier

Note:
l You must be root to restore UID and GID attributes.
l In case of cross-restore betweenWindows and Linux, only the last
modification time can be restored, other attributes are not restored.

Procedure

To restore an indexed file

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for the HV Agent for VMware application.
2. Use the Time Navigation in the Past to select the indexed file you want to restore.
3. Select Tree   Selected Object   Versions. The Versions in TimeWindow appears, listing

all the versions of the indexed file, as well as the properties of each version.
4. Select one of the versions in the list and click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
5. Select the indexed file to restore in the file tree and select Restore   Run. The Restore

window displays.
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6. Define the Restore Destination Parameters to indicate where you want to restore the
indexed file.
This image illustrates the Restore Destination tab of the Restore window:

This table describes the Restore Destination tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Location Original Location. Restores the selected files into their original
locations.

Another Location on same Virtual Machine. Restores the
selected files into a location different from the original one on the
same virtual machine.

Another Location on another Virtual Machine. Restores the
selected files into a location different from the original one on a
different virtual machine.

Destination
Virtual Machine
Name

Specifies the name of the destination virtual machine if you want to
restore files to a virtual machine different from the original one.

Destination Path
on Virtual
Machine

Specifies the destination path on the virtual machine if you want to
restore files into a location different from the original one.

Note: If the specified directory does not exist, it will be created
during restore, provided that the specified user has sufficient
rights to create the directory.

Identity on the
Destination
Virtual Machine

Specifies the name and password of the user of the virtual machine
where you want to restore files.
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7. Define the Behavior parameters to indicate the behavior Tina adopts when the indexed file
already exists.
This image illustrates the Behavior tab of the Restore windows:

This table describes the Behavior tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Replace Replaces the files that already exist in the destination directory (default
behavior).

Do not
restore

The files involved are not restored.

Rename
Existing
File

Renames the files that already exist on disk. A suffix is added to the name
of the file that is present on disk (e.g., the file.doc file is renamed into
file.doc_save1).

Rename
Restored
File

Renames the restored files. A suffix is added to the name of the restored
file (ex: the file.doc file is renamed into file.doc_rest1). The file
already present on the disk keeps its original name.

8. Click OK. The indexed file has been restored to the location you have defined.

Scenario 4: Restarting a Virtual Machine with Express Restart
This scenario describes how to restart a virtual machine in your production or test environment
with the Express Restart feature directly from the HyperVision Deduplication Storage repository
without performing a standard restore. This enables you, for instance, to restart rapidly a
damaged virtual machine.

Administrators can search for virtual machines using the usual search feature in Restore &
Archive Manager and deleted virtual machines can also be exposed by clicking the Show
Deleted Files option in Restore & Archive Manager.

Prerequisites

In addition to the Restore Prerequisites, these conditions must also be met:
• The virtual machine to restart must have been backed up with HyperVision Deduplication

Storage as a backup destination.
• You must be connected to a vCenter.
• You need a Linux agent to use the Express Restart feature:
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o If you have aWindows proxy, you must define a Linux gateway which will be used as a
Linux agent for the Express Restart feature.

o The parted utility must be installed on the Linux gateway.
o The NFS server must be configured and running on the Linux agent. The Express Restart
feature requires an exclusive use of the NFS server to guarantee that there will be no
interference with services needed by the user who uses the NFS service or the machine
where the NFS server is located.

o FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) libraries must be installed on the Linux agent. See FUSE
Library Installation for details on installing FUSE libraries.

Note: Not all the Linux operating systems are compatible with Express Restart. For up-to-
date information on supported operating systems, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the
Atempo web site.

Procedure

To restart a virtual machine with Express Restart

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for the HV Agent for VMware application.
2. In the file meta-tree, select the virtual machine you want to restart using the Time Navigation

in the Past.
3. Select Tree   Selected Object   Versions. The Versions in TimeWindow opens. It contains

the list of backups.
4. Select a backup in the list and click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
5. Select the box next to the virtual machine to select it. It will automatically select all the files

required for the restore.
6. Select Restore   Run. The Restore window opens.
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7. Define the Express Restart Parameters to indicate where you want to restart the virtual
machine in Express Restart mode.
This image illustrates the Parameters tab of the Restore window:

This table describes the parameters of the Parameters tab:

Parameter Description

Express
Restart Mode

Select this option to enable the Express Restart mode.

Note: This option is only available if the virtual machine has been
backed up on HVDS.

Restore
Destination

The New Location option is selected by default.

Define the restore destination:

• Select a resource pool, either in the original ESX or in another ESX in
the list on the left.

• Select a datastore as restore destination in the list on the right.

Note: Read-only datastores attached to ESX servers are not
displayed in the Restore window.
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Parameter Description

New Virtual
Machine
Name

Enter a name for the new virtual machine you want to restart in Express
Restart mode.

Note:
l The name of the new virtual machine should not contain the
@ character.

l You can use the same name for the virtual machine to
restart, provided that the virtual machine does no longer
exist in the vCenter.

8. Define the Express Restart Behavior to indicate the behavior Tina adopts when the virtual
machine is restarted in Express Restart mode.
This image illustrates the Behavior tab of the Restore window:

This table describes the parameters of the Behavior tab:

Parameter Description

Restart and
Migrate

• Creates and powers on the virtual machine.
• Waits for the VMware Tools to be restarted.
• Migrates the virtual machine on the previously selected datastore.

Restart Test • Creates and powers on the virtual machine.
• Waits for the VMware Tools to be restarted.
• Powers off and removes the virtual machine.
This option can be useful if you want to perform restart tests of virtual
machines to check if there is a problem of data integrity on
HyperVision Deduplication Storage.

This option can also be used to perform disaster recovery testing.

Disable
Networks

Disables the network interface on the virtual machine before
restarting it to avoid conflicts with an existing virtual machine.
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Parameter Description

Wait for VMware
Tools Delay (in
seconds)

Specifies the time to wait for the VMware Tools to be restarted. The
default value is 120 seconds.

If the VMware Tools are not restarted within the specified time, the
virtual machine is still migrated or powered off and removed.

If the VMware Tools are restarted before the specified time, the
virtual machine is migrated or powered off and removed just after the
VMware Tools are restarted.

9. Click OK. The virtual machine is restarted in Express Restart mode to the location you have
defined.

Optional Configuration File

If the virtual machine you want to restart contains a large database, it may be useful to modify the
size of the memory cache used to read the VMDK content.

You can create or modify an optional configuration file named avfs.conf and located in the
$TINA_HOME/Conf directory to change the default value for the number of blocks for the memory
cache. Note that each block is 1 MB.

To create or modify the avfs.conf configuration file

1. Add the --aln_cached_blocks parameter to specify the number of blocks for the memory
cache (one item per line):

--aln_cached_blocks
<block_nb>

Note: The default value is 600 (600 MB). For large databases, increase the value to
2048 (2 GB) or more.

For instance, if avfs.conf contains these parameters:

--aln_cached_blocks
1024
1024 blocks of memory cache will be set.

2. Add the --tmp parameter to specify the temporary directory (the default temporary directory is
/tmp):

--temp
<directory_path>
For instance, if avfs.conf contains these parameters:

--temp
/opt/tmp
The temporary directory will be /opt/tmp.

See Express Restart for details on how Express Restart works.
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Scenario 5: Restoring from an HVDS Read-Only Copy
This scenario describes how to perform restore operations from an HVDS read-only copy.

In the event of the primary HVDS being unavailable for restore, the administrator can use a
secondary HVDS (read-only copy) for the restore operations only. This HVDS copy is read-only
and therefore cannot be used as a new destination for future backup jobs.

Prerequisite

Before restoring from HVDS read-only copy, you must first stop any active and any further
automatic backups to the primary HVDS.

To stop any active and any further automatic backups to the primary HVDS

1. From Tina Web Administration, ensure no backup jobs (using HVDS as the backup destination)
are active.

2. From Tina Web Administration, select Platforms   Applications and disable the HV Agent for
VMware application(s) associated with the primary HVDS.

3. From Tina Web Administration, select Data Management   Strategies, then select the
strategies associated with the HV Agent for VMware applications and check the Disable
Schedule Temporarily option of the Properties tab in the Deduplication Storage Strategy Details
window.

Procedure

To restore from an HVDS read-only copy

1. From Tina Web Administration, select Backup Destinations   Deduplication Pools and modify
the Deduplication Pool properties to reference the deduplication storage of the HVDS copy.

2. Perform the restore.

Note: Once restore is complete, do not forget to modify the Deduplication Pool properties to
reference the original deduplication storage to ensure the continuity of the backups.

See Configuring Deduplication Storage Backups for details on deduplication pools.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on TinaWeb Administration.

See the Lina Administration Documentation for details on Atempo-Deduplication Engine
Administration Console.

Command Mode Restore
If you want to restore the data of the virtual machine in command mode, you must launch the
tina_restore command with the -xml_restore_parameters_file parameter. This
parameter enables you to provide an XML file containing specific restore information.

Note: The syntax and general parameters of the tina_restore command are described in
detail in the Tina Command Line Interface Documentation. Only parameters specific to Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware are discussed in this topic.
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You can perform these restore operations in command mode:

Vault Restore in Command Mode

Here are some examples of XML files to provide to restore a virtual machine either to its original
location or to a different location.

Example 1: To restore a virtual machine to its original location with the same name.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<MonoVM>
<TransportMode code="1" />
<path>esx1</path>
<path>respool1</path>
</MonoVM>
</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>

Example 2: To restore a virtual machine to a different location with a different name and
with a different datastore.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<MonoVM newName="newtiny">
<TransportMode code="1" />
<DatastoreMap name="[Datastore 222]" newname="[NewBigData]" />
<DatastoreMap name="[datastore1]" newname="[Datastore 222]" />
<path>esx1</path>
<path>respool1</path>
</MonoVM>
</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>

The DatastoreMap name field enables you to replace a source datastore with a destination
datastore. The newname field will then replace the name field (which was the datastore name at
the backup time) to create the VM.

Several source datastores can be replaced with the same destination datastore.

Example 3: To restore a virtual machine to a different location with a unique datastore.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<MonoVM newName="newVmName">
<TransportMode code="1" />
<DatastoreMap name="[*]" newname="[newDS]" />
<path>DestEsxFQDN</path>
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<path>DestFolder</path>
</MonoVM>
</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>

The <DatastoreMap name="[*]" newname="[newDS]" /> syntax enables you to restore a
virtual machine and all attached VDMKs to a unique destination datastore without knowing where
the virtual machine was located.

Note: If you specify more than one datastore in the DatastoreMap name field, the
destination datastore associated with [*] is ignored.

Indexed File Restore in Command Mode

Here are some examples of XML files to provide to restore indexed files either to their original
location or to a different location.

The values of the CopyMode field can be one of the following:
• Replace: Replaces the files that already exist in the destination directory (default

behavior).
• Ignore: The files involved are not restored.
• RenameExisting: Renames the files that already exist on disk. A suffix is added to the

name of the file that is present on disk. (ex: the file.doc file is renamed into file.doc_
save1).

• RenameRestored: Renames the restored files. A suffix is added to the name of the restored
file (ex: the file.doc file is renamed into file.doc_rest1). The file already present on
the disk keeps its original name.

Example 1: To restore indexed files to their original location with the Rename Restored
File option.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<SamePlace/>
<CopyMode value="RenameRestored" />
<FileAuto vmName="windows01" userName="user1" password="pass1"/>
</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>

Example 2: To restore indexed files to a different location on another VM with the
Rename Restored File option.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<CopyMode value="RenameRestored" />
<FileAuto vmName="windows01" userName="user1" password="pass1"/>
<DestinationVmName>windows02</DestinationVmName>
<DestinationPath>/C/temp</DestinationPath>
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</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>

Express Restart in Command Mode

Here are some examples of XML files to provide to restart a virtual machine directly from the
HVDS repository.

The values of the ExpressRestart field can be one of the following:
• Migrate: corresponds to the Restart and Migrate option. Once the virtual machine is

started (or after a predefined timeout), it can be migrated to an ESX datastore.
• RestoreAndPowerOff: corresponds to the Restart Test option. Once the virtual machine is

started (or after a predefined timeout), it can be powered off and removed.

Example 1: To restart a virtual machine directly from the HVDS repository with the
Restart and Migrate option.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<MonoVM datastore="DSTORE1" newName="ExpressRestart01">
<path>esx1</path>
<path>App</path>
<ExpressRestart value="Migrate" />
</MonoVM>
</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>

The virtual machine is migrated to the datastore DSTORE1.

Example 2: To restart a virtual machine directly from the HVDS repository with the
Restart Test option.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<VMWareNgaRestoration version="1.0">
<RestorationConfiguration>
<MonoVM datastore="DSTORE1" newName=" ExpressRestart02">
<path>esx1</path>
<path>App</path>
<ExpressRestart value="RestoreAndPowerOff" />
</MonoVM>
</RestorationConfiguration>
</VMWareNgaRestoration>
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CHAPTER9-Troubleshooting Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware
These topics describe some tools and procedures useful for troubleshooting Tina HyperVision
Agent for VMware:

Configuration.
• Getting More Log Detail
• Using the infoVM.jar Tool
• Retrieving the Value of the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT Variable

Backup.

l Changed Block Tracking Errors during Incremental Backups

Restore.

l Error During File Restore from Tape Vault Backup
l Customize Directories for File Restore
l Restore Fails with Direct Connection to ESXi Host

Configuration
These topics give information on troubleshooting configuration issues:

l Getting More Log Detail
l Using the infoVM.jar Tool
l Retrieving the Value of the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT Variable

Getting More Log Detail
For troubleshooting Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware, the Tina event logs are not sufficiently
explicit. Our Technical Support requires more detail. This procedure implements a debugging
tracer to let you generate this more detailed information for Technical Support.

To generate more explicit logs
1. Create the output directory.

This table describes the possible directories:

Operating System Command Line

Windows mkdir c:\tmp\dbg

Linux mkdir /tmp/dbg

2. Copy-paste this tunable to the file parameters.xml:
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This table describes the possible tunables:

Operating
System

Command Line

Windows <parameter name="dbg_trace_debug">

<filter type="catalog">*</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina_bck</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina_backup</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina_daemon_clt</filter>

<value>d;t;k,32,107;L;O,c:\tmp\dbg\dbg.$pid$.txt</value>

</parameter>

Linux <parameter name="dbg_trace_debug">

<filter type="catalog">*</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina_bck</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina_backup</filter>

<filter type="binary">tina_daemon_clt</filter>

<value>d;t;k,32,107;L;O,/tmp/dbg/dbg.$pid$.txt</value>

</parameter>

3. Kill all running java processes, launched by a backup or by another HV Agent for VMware
application. Verify that no other backups or java processes are running with the command:
ps -eaf|grep vcutils

4. Launch these commands on a TinaCommand Line Interface. Replace <TINA_VCB_
PORTNUMBER> with the port number defined in the application properties.
This table describes the command lines:

Operating
System

Command Line

Windows cd /d %TINA_HOME%

3rdParty\java\bin\java.exe -Xmx1024m -Dfile.encoding=UTF8 -
jar Classes\tina_vcutils.jar -port<TINA_VCB_PORTNUMBER>-
debug -temppath c:\tmp\dbg
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Operating
System

Command Line

Linux cd $TINA_HOME

3rdParty/java/bin/java -Xmx1024m -Dfile.encoding=UTF8 -jar
Classes/tina_vcutils.jar -port<TINA_VCB_PORTNUMBER>-debug -
temppath /tmp/dbg

If a java stack displays during these operations, grab it and copy it into a file. Add this to the
logs to be sent to Atempo Technical Support.

5. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for this application, and/or launch the backup or
restore of the data.

6. Retrieve all the files from the c:\tmp\dbg or /tmp/dbg directory and the output of the
TinaCommand Line Interface.

7. When you have finished generating the logs for Technical Support, do not forget to remove
the tunable, stop java, and do a manual cleanup of the files.
Otherwise your file system will be overwhelmed with debugging logs not needed for
production.

Using the infoVM.jar Tool
The infoVM.jar tool can retrieve useful information about VMware configurations:

Getting Information on VMware Virtual Machine Configuration

To use the infoVM.jar tool to get information on Virtual Machine configuration

l Launch the commands described in this table:

Operating
System

Command Line

Windows cd /d %TINA_HOME%

3rdParty\java\bin\java.exe -jar Classes/infoVM.jar -o
output.txt -fullinfo

Linux cd $TINA_HOME

3rdParty/java/bin/java -jar Classes/infoVM.jar -
o output.txt -fullinfo

Retrieving the UUID of a Virtual Machine

Since v1.0.7, you can use the infoVM.jar tool with the -uuid option to output only the UUID.
Atempo recommends using at least v1.0.9 for best display of UUID output.

To use the infoVM.jar tool to retrieve the UUID of a virtual machine

l Launch the commands described in this table:
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Operating
System

Command Line

Windows cd /d %TINA_HOME%

3rdParty\java\bin\java.exe -jar Classes/infoVM.jar -uuid
[<vmname>]

Linux cd $TINA_HOME

3rdParty/java/bin/java -jar Classes/infoVM.jar -uuid
[<vmname>]

Where: <vmname> is the name of the virtual machine.

Retrieving the Value of the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT
Variable
By default, Tina installs the VDDK Version 6.7. For VDDK version 6.0 or later, you must set the
VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable. This variable is mandatory and enables you to identify the
SSL certificate thumbprint of the Virtual Center. This SSL certificate thumbprint corresponds to
the SHA1 certificate fingerprint of Mozilla Firefox.

This topic describes how to retrieve the value you must specify for the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT
variable. There are several ways to retrieve this value.

Two methods are described here:

Method 1: With the SSL Certificate

In this method, you display the SSL certificate of the vCenter to view the thumbprint key.

Note: Atempo recommends this method.

To retrieve the value of the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable

1. Connect to the vCenter:

http://name_of_your_vCenter/mob
2. Display the SSL certificate of the vCenter to view the thumbprint key.
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This image illustrates the Certificate window:

3. Retrieve the value and set the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable to this value.

Method 2: With the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable

In this method, you launch a backup with the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable set to a wrong
value to retrieve its right value in the Tina logs.

Note:
l Depending on the VDDK version, this method may not work.
l The SSL thumbprint is returned by the VDDKmodule. This method does not
therefore guarantee the authenticity of the SSL thumbprint.

To retrieve the value of the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable

1. Set the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable to 1 for instance (wrong value of the variable).

2. Launch a backup. The backup fails with an authentication error and the expected value of the
SSL certificate thumbprint is returned in the logs.

3. Retrieve the expected value and set the VMWARE_SSL_THUMBPRINT variable to this value.

Backup
This topic gives information on troubleshooting backup issues: Changed Block Tracking Errors
during Incremental Backups.

Changed Block Tracking Errors during Incremental Backups
You may have CBT errors leading to incremental backup failure under these circumstances:
• ESX server crash
• VMX file crash
• Storage vMotion operations on the virtual machine while it is powered off
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• Changes in the virtual machine disk configuration causing the device key of the disk to
change

• Disk detached from the virtual machine and then re-attached
• Revert snapshot operations

To avoid these CBT errors during incremental backups, you need to remove the VMware
snapshots of the virtual machine.

To clean up the CBT Errors of a Virtual Machine

1. Disable CBT on the virtual machine.
2. Remove the VMware snapshots of the virtual machine in the Virtual Center of your vSphere

client.
3. When you have finished, enable CBT on the virtual machine as described in Enabling

Changed Block Tracking for Incremental Backups.

Restore
These topics give information on troubleshooting restore issues:

l Error During File Restore from Tape Vault Backup
l Customize Directories for File Restore
l Restore Fails with Direct Connection to ESXi Host

Error During File Restore from Tape Vault Backup
If an error occurs when performing file restores from a vault backup on tape, remove the contents
of the cache directory and relaunch the file restore. This applies only if data is already present in
cache during restore.

Customize Directories for File Restore
Default directory for file restore is:
• Windows. TINA_HOME
• Linux. /home/

If there is a write access issue with this default directory (i.e., if /home/ is defined by the
automount feature on Linux), you must redefine it with the ATN_VMDK_HOME system environment
variable.

The directory defined in the ATN_VMDK_HOME system environment variable contains these sub-
directories:
• Windows. The %ATN_VMDK_HOME%/Tmp directory contains the VMDK file that comes from

HVDS and the %ATN_VMDK_HOME%/vmdk_repository directory contains the exposed file
system.

• Linux. The $ATN_VMDK_HOME/atn_vmdk directory contains the VMDK file that comes from
HVDS and the $ATN_VMDK_HOME/atn_mounted_vmdk directory contains the exposed file
system.
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This system environment variable must be defined prior to:
• Windows. Starting the tina service.
• Linux. Launching the tina_daemon.

If an ATN_VMDK_HOME system environment variable already exists, it is used instead of the default
directory.

If the default directory was used before setting this variable, remove the TINA_HOME/vmdk_
repository directory.

Restore Fails with Direct Connection to ESXi Host
In some circumstances, you must restore a virtual machine directly to an ESXi host (e.g., in
disaster recovery when vCenter Server runs on ESXi as a virtual machine).

A vSphere 5 feature enables you to prevent this if the ESXi host is managed by vCenter. To
restore the virtual machine, you must first disassociate the host from vCenter.

To disassociate the ESXi host from vCenter

1. Using the vSphere Client, connect directly to the ESXi 5.0 or later host.
2. In the Inventory left-hand panel, select the host. In the right-hand panel, click Summary.
3. In the Host Management window, click Disassociate host from vCenter Server. You do not

need to put the host in Maintenance Mode.
4. After the vCenter Server has been restored and is back in service, use it to reacquire the

host.

Note: Currently there is no API to disassociate a host from vCenter Server.

See the Virtual Disk Programming Guide from the VMware documentation for details on this
procedure.
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CHAPTER10-Additional Information
These topics give additional information on Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware:

l HV Agent for VMware Application Environment Variables
l vCenter User’s Rights
l FUSE Library Installation
l Network Ports

HV Agent for VMware Application Environment
Variables
This table describes the HV Agent for VMware application environment variables:

Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

_JAVA_
OPTIONS

-Xmx1536m Options of the java engine.

Lets you increase the size of the RAM used
by java processes in the application. If
manual launch of HV Agent for VMware
returns a message warning of insufficient
memory, you can reset this variable to a
higher value.

The syntax is as follows:

_JAVA_OPTIONS= -Xmx<HEAPSIZE>m

Where: <HEAPSIZE> is the desired
heap size in megabytes.

Optional

TINA_APP_
LIB_PATH

libtina_
ngavmw.so

Path or name of the HV Agent for VMware
application module dynamic library.

Mandatory

TINA_VCB_
AUTO_CBT_
ACTIVATION

yes,

[no]

Automatically activates CBT when triggering
full backups of VMs.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
FILTER_VM

[ALL], Windows,
Linux, Other

Shows only VMs that match the guest family
type.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

TINA_VCB_
FORCE_
RESTORE_ON_
PROXY

yes,

[no]

Forces restore on proxy. Optional

TINA_VCB_
GATEWAY

String Name of the gateway used for cross-OS file
restores.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
JAVA_CACHE_
VALIDITY

Seconds [20] Validity period in seconds for vCenter
objects in the cache.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
IGNORE_
PRESCRIPT_
LOGIN_ERROR

yes,

[no]

Ignores the login error when launching pre-
scripts and continue the backup (without
launching scripts).

Optional

TINA_VCB_
IGNORE_VM_
WITHOUT_
VMDK

yes,

[no]

If set to yes, the backup job will not end on
error should no virtual disk be present on the
virtual machine.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
LNX_
RESTORE_
CACHE_PATH

Access path This variable must be set if you want to
perform file restore for VM that were backed
up to tape or disk. It represents the path on
the Linux Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware, or on the Linux gateway where VM
will be copied.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
PORTNUM

2000-65535 Local Java port number for communications
with the Tina vSphere Java Server. Any
value is accepted so long as it is not already
in use. Atempo recommends keeping the
same value for all the HV Agent for VMware
applications you create (e.g. for parallel
backups) and which use the same
vCenter/User credentials.

If the value of TINA_VCB_PORTNUM is not set:

• An error is generated. This error is
removed once the value is set.

• The application shows the information
folder only.

Mandatory
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Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

TINA_VCB_
READ_
ALLOCATED_
BLOCKS_ONLY

[yes]

no

For thin and thick lazy VMDK, specifies that
unallocated or uninitialized blocks will not be
read. This can reduce backup time for
VMDK with few data.

Note: You must enable Change Block
Tracking to use this variable. See
Enabling Changed Block Tracking for
Incremental Backups.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
REMOVE_
EXISTING_
SNAPHOT

[yes]

no

Automatically removes previous backup
snapshots.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
RESTORE_
CACHE_SIZE

GB This variable must be set if you want to
perform file restore for VM that were backed
up to tape or disk. It represents the space in
GB allocated to the directory specified in the
TINA_VCB_WIN_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH or
TINA_VCB_LNX_RESTORE_CACHE_PATH
variable.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
SCRIPT_
TIMEOUT

Integer [60] Maximum time in seconds to wait for pre-
and post- snapshot scripts to finish running.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
SNAPSHOT_
CREATION_
WAIT

Integer [900] Maximum time in seconds to wait for a
snapshot creation.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
TAG_FILTER

tag_
category:tag_
name

Backs up only virtual machines with this tag
assigned.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

TINA_VCB_
TRANSPORT_
MODES

[san], nbd,
nbdssl or
hotadd

Specifies the transport mode for the Tina
HyperVision Agent for VMware backup. See
Transport Modes for details.

• The san option completely offloads
backups to a physical vSphere proxy.

• If set to nbd or nbdssl, the snapshot
image is transferred onto the Proxy
Server through the LAN. This permits
vSphere backup of a machine which
cannot be accessed through the vSphere
Proxy Server on the SAN.

• If set to hotadd, vSphere backs up virtual
disk files on any shared storage or local
storage through the vSphere proxy virtual
machine.

You can enter multiple transport methods by
separating each value with a colon (i.e.,
san:nbd).

Optional

TINA_VCB_
USE_ONLY_
SNAPSHOT_
WITH_
QUIESCE

yes

[no]

Linux. If a quiesced snapshot could not be taken,
the backup stops.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
VDDK_PATH

Path Specifies the VDDK directory to use. You
must specify a subdirectory of %TINA_
HOME%\3rdParty\VMware (Windows) or
$TINA_HOME/3rdParty/VMware (Linux).

By default, if several VDDKs are located in
the %TINA_HOME%\3rdParty\VMware
(Windows) or $TINA_
HOME/3rdParty/VMware (Linux) directory,
Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMwarechooses the VDDK whose version
corresponds to the vCenter version.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
VIRTUAL_
HOST

vm_name Comma separated list of VMs that can be
used as a proxy (one VM per ESX
maximum).

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

TINA_VCB_
VISUAL_
CACHE_
UPDATE

[yes]

no

Update of vCenter objects for Restore &
Archive Manager.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
VM_
CREATION_
WAIT

Integer

[900]

Maximum time in seconds to wait for a VM
creation.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
VMS_AND_
TEMPLATES_
MODE

yes

[no]

Enables you to use the Virtual Center
inventory "VMs and Templates" mode.

Optional

TINA_VCB_
WIN_
RESTORE_
CACHE_PATH

Access path This variable must be set if you want to
perform file restore for VM that were backed
up to tape or disk. It represents the path on
the Windows Tina HyperVision Agent for
VMware, or on the Windows gateway where
VM will be copied.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

TINA_
VMWARE_
CONFIG_FILE

Configuration file
path

Caution!

Windows. The TINA_VMWARE_CONFIG_FILE
variable becomes mandatory if you use
External File System Storage as the backup
destination.

Allows to define configuration settings in an
external file. The value of the variable
represents the path to the configuration file.

For instance, this variable is useful if you are
using Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware
with a non-English version of Windows
(2008 and higher). To perform backup and
restore operations, the VDDK creates a
temporary directory which is often vmware-
system. When translated in French, or
German for instance this user contains
accented characters (e.g., vmware-système
in French). Unfortunately, the VDDK does
not support accented characters.

To overcome this issue:

1. Create a text file named vmware_
config.txt containing the
following information:
tmpDirectory=c:\temp\vmwar
e

2. In the HV Agent for VMware
application, set the environment
variable TINA_VMWARE_CONFIG_
FILE=c:\program
files\atempo\vmware_
config.txt.

Note: Do not keep the configuration file
in the TINA_HOME directory, or it will be
removed during the next Tina upgrade.

You can specify a relative path to the $TINA_
HOME directory in POSIX format for the
vmware_config.txt configuration file
using this syntax:

$TINA_HOME/../vmware_config.txt

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible
Values [default] Description Status

Note: You must keep the $TINA_HOME
syntax onWindows and not use the
%TINA_HOME% syntax to set the
environment variable when creating or
modifying an HV Agent for VMware
application.

Atempo recommends locating this
configuration file in the father directory of the
$TINA_HOME directory.

Note: If you use a gateway, you must
use a relative path in POSIX format for
the vmware_config.txt configuration
file.

VMWARE_SSL_
PORT

[443] This variable enables for modification within
Tina of a TCP port used by the VMware
infrastructure. It is not recommended
changing the default value of 443 unless you
know it was changed in the infrastructure.
This variable is recommended for expert use
only.

Optional

VMWARE_SSL_
THUMBPRINT

SSLTHUMBPRINT SHA1 thumbprint of the SSL certificate of the
Virtual Center. Mandatory for VDDK 6.x.

Optional

vCenter User’s Rights
The role to which the vCenter user belongs must have these rights to back up and restore virtual
machines:
• Datastore.AllocateSpace
• Global.DisableMethods
• Global.EnableMethods
• Global.Licenses
• Global.ManageCustomFields
• Global.SetCustomField
• Network.Assign
• Resource.AssignVMToPool
• VirtualMachine.Config.AddExistingDisk
• VirtualMachine.Config.AddNewDisk
• VirtualMachine.Config.Annotation
• VirtualMachine.Config.ChangeTracking
• VirtualMachine.Config.DiskLease
• VirtualMachine.Config.RemoveDisk
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• VirtualMachine.Config.Resource
• VirtualMachine.Config.Settings
• VirtualMachine.GuestOperations.Execute
• VirtualMachine.GuestOperations.Modify
• VirtualMachine.GuestOperations.Query
• VirtualMachine.Inventory.Create
• VirtualMachine.Provisioning.AllowVirtualMachineDownload
• VirtualMachine.Provisioning.DiskRandomAccess
• VirtualMachine.Provisioning.DiskRandomRead
• VirtualMachine.Provisioning.GetVmFiles
• VirtualMachine.State.CreateSnapshot
• VirtualMachine.State.RemoveSnapshot
• VirtualMachine.State.RevertToSnapshot

Note:
l You must apply all these rights at the vCenter Server level.
l These are internal rights, and therefore they vary from one vCenter to another,
depending of its language and version.

See vCenter User’s Rights in Backup Prerequisites for more details on how to assign these rights
automatically with the vCenter CBT Manager graphic tool.

Limitations to Datacenter Components Search
Tina is unable to distinguish components with identical names in the meta-tree. For example,
when performing a tina_find operation, Tina might interpret a VM and resource pool having the
same name as 2 VM's. To avoid this, you need to make sure that components of your datacenter
have distinct names.

FUSE Library Installation
This topic applies to Linux systems only.

You must install the FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) libraries of your operating system to
perform file restores and use the Express Restart feature.

To install FUSE libraries on redhat distributions

l Enter this command to install the FUSE libraries on redhat:

yum install fuse-libs

Network Ports
Tina uses different ports to connect to hardware, virtual devices, and networks. This topic
summarizes network ports and their connection directions.
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Tina Web Administration, Web Restore, Reports & Statistics Interfaces, and REST API

Web Supervision Host connection to Tina Server and Tomcat Server in http or https:

l 25080/TCP
Incoming on Tina Server, outgoing on Supervision Machine.
Configurable during setup, fromWeb Administration Interface, or using a configuration file.

Backup and Restore with Tina Classic Interfaces, API, and Command Line Interface (CLI)

Connection between Tina Server and Tina Agent:

l 2525/TCP
Incoming and outgoing on agent as well as server.
Configurable in Tina setup or Web Administration Interface.

l 2526/UDP
Incoming on server, outgoing on agent.
Configurable during Tina setup and via Web Administration Interface.

Agent-to-agent connection (communication between storage nodes for example):

l 2525/TCP
Incoming and outgoing on both agents.
Configurable in Tina setup or Web Administration Interface.

Note: The bidirectional TCP port mode may be avoided by using the Tunnel mode. In the
latter case, it is no longer the agent that reconnects to the server but rather the server that
connects to the agent and then reverses the network to return to the initial case of data
transfer from the agent to the server. This mode is an advantageous alternative to the
backup master option, which remains available. It is then necessary to open TCP port 2525
in outgoing mode on the Tina server. For details on Tunnel mode, see the Tina
Administration Documentation.

Tina Backup and Restore (SIDF, Remote Mover for transfer)

Tina Agent connection to Tina Storage Node:

l Dynamic TCP Port or rem_dtm_data_TCP_num.
Incoming on Storage Node, outgoing on Tina Agent.
Configurable by setting port number parameter rem_dtm_data_TCP_num on Storage
Node.

Note: You can modify the connection direction by setting rem_dtm_reverse_
connection=yes on the Tina Agent. It is the storage node that connects to the agent.
This is available whether using Tunnel mode or not, and strongly recommended in
Tunnel mode. For details on Tunnel mode, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Tina Storage Node connection to Tina Agent:

l Dynamic TCP Port or rem_dtm_data_TCP_num.
Incoming on Tina Agent, outgoing on Tina Storage Node.
Configurable by setting port number parameter rem_dtm_data_TCP_num on Tina Agent.
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Synthetic and SIDF duplication

Tina Server connection to Destination Storage Node:

l Dynamic TCP Port or synth_data_TCP_num.
Outgoing on Tina server, incoming on Destination Storage Node.
Configurable by setting port number parameter synth_data_TCP_num on Destination
Storage Node.

Tina License Manager

Tina Server connection to Flex License Server (if server other than Tina):

l Between 27000/TCP and 27009/TCP by default, configurable in license files.
Incoming on Flex Server, outgoing on Tina Server.
Configurable port in atempo.lic license files (server and vendor).

Connection between internal FlexNet daemons:

l Dynamic TCP Port.
Port configurable in atempo.lic files (server and vendor).

Tina HyperVision Agent for VMware backup

Tina Agent (VMware proxy or Gateway) connection to ESX Server or vCenter Server:

l 443/TCP
Incoming on ESX or vCenter server, outgoing on Agent.

Tina Agent (VMware proxy or Gateway) connection to ESX Server:

l 902/TCP
Incoming on ESX server, outgoing on agent.

Note: Port 903 is no longer necessary.

Configuration Assistance (HSS Setup/Drive)

Bonjour Service on Tina Server:

l 5353/UDP
Incoming on Tina Server.

Tina HSS Drive to use ADE Deduplication

Tina Agent connection to ADE Server: for Tina HSS Drive:

l 23232/TCP
Incoming on ADE Server, outgoing on Tina Agent.
Configurable during ADE installation, as well as in ADE GUI and ADE. For Tina, in the
HSS drive file through GUI.
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HVDS Repository to use ADE Deduplication

Tina Agent connection toward ADE Server : for HVDS Repository:

l 23232/TCP
Incoming on ADE Server, outgoing on Tina Agent.
Configurable during ADE installation, as well as in ADE GUI and CLI. For Tina, in HVDS
repository file through GUI.

Note: Tina Agents must be in Version 4.6.3 or higher and HVDSmust be in Version 4.1
or higher. Otherwise, you must open the 9080 port number (Tina Agent connection
toward ADE Server in http) and the 9443 port number (Tina Agent connection toward
ADE Server in https).

ADE Server Web Administration Interface

Web Supervision Machine connection to ADE Server:

l 8181/TCP
Incoming on ADE server, outgoing onWeb Supervision Machine.
Configurable during ADE installation, as well as in ADE Graphic User Interface and
Command Line Interface.

Lina Agent

Connection between Graphic User Interface Agent and Lina Agent:

l 27261/TCP
Incoming and outgoing on Lina Agent.
Normally for local communication, but may be also used remotely.
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